The Atlas
The player character guide to Ebonrock to assist in making character backstories. Not everything in this
document is common knowledge to everyone in Ebonrock.
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Costuming
Capital Region: P
 eople in the Capital Region, especially in Grand Haven, wear Victorian-era style clothing, often

white or light colors, possibly with fancy trim, steam-punk technological, magic, or decorative elements. Costuming
should have a sense of clean crispness and eliteness. Even those of the laboring class wear simple white or dark blue
unadorned, uniform-like clothing in their day to day life.
The Circus: People from the circus wear whatever they want from the Medieval to Victorian eras. Often their

clothing is flamboyant, utilizing bright colors and eye-catching accessories. Their dress attire is considered by many
as bold, and depending on the company, an offensive eye-sore.
Dra-Dhahid Region: Unless rich, people from Dra-Dhahid often wear practical clothing from the medieval era.

Brown, gray, and black are the most common colors. Technological elements can be included in the costuming but
each should have a specific purpose, there are no decorative elements added just for show. Rich citizens, often from
Red Hollow, usually accent their clothing with gold or silver trim and jewelry or even wear silks and furs.
The Eternal March: Costuming can be from the player’s original homeland. However, it should look worn, faded,
and unkempt as if it has not been mended in countless years.
Fena-exfe: Citizens of Fena-exfe dress in medieval era clothing. Most prefer robes. Regardless, color schemes often
are primarily bright and accented with white stripes or other patterns. Red, blue, and gold are common primary

colors. Beads and trim are common to even the poorest of citizens. Also, characters should wear a lot of jewelry and
are encouraged to have a person, event, or story associated with each piece of jewelry.
Maryon: Citizens of Maryon dress in clean and bright medieval era clothing. They have two kinds of dress. Their

normal attire, or daily wear, are almost painfully simple and reflect the facts that the society has never used clothing
as a judge of social status and that most usually live a carefree and happy life. As such, clothing is designed after
what is comfortable and practical. Their other kind of attire is reserved for wear in The Heptagon and on special
occasions out of a sign of respect for the occasion. In these occasions they accessorize their daily wear with various
pelts, teeth, claws, other trophies from creatures hunted across Maryon, or even flowers.
Million Region: Costuming should be nature themed and simple. For dryads this can include vines, leaves, bark,

flowers, ext. Color themes should vary based on the season the dryad is currently in. For non-dryads, the clothing
should be medieval and simple. For prestige level druids the color theme and any decorations should be
representative of the season that they represent.
Numanold Region: Costuming from Nomanold is steam-punk and chaotic. The more rich or adventurous the

individual, the more extravagant the technology and accessories that is augmented into the outfit. Colors often clash
and are used generously at the wearer’s fancy. From armor, to dresses, to coats, augmentation and accessories are
the symbols of the region that they take pride in.
Phoenixton: Costuming should include poor renaissance clothing blended with bits and pieces from other
civilizations, often clashing, that have been picked up over time. Citizens of Drasius often look less disheveled and
prefer dark colored clothing.
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The Shadowlands Region: Ashen-Liege usually dress to match their master’s attire, often at their master’s request.
Non-bound Ashen-Liege often wear shabby gray tatters that blends into the swirl of their ashes and embers.
Non-Ashen Liege usually prefer wearing gray colored desert robes and clothes similar to the style of the desert
neighbors, the color being preferred to help them blend in with the environment.
The Scorched Desert Region: The inhabitants of the desert prefer light-weight robes or loose renaissance clothing
useful for surviving the heat and face coverings for dealing with the occasional sandstorms. (Think clothing from

The Mummy) Clothing is usually primarily white, light blue, or another bright color. Decoration and trim designs of
copper, silver, and gold are common with the more well-off inhabitants.
The Titan’s Jaws Region: Traditional medieval clothing, some leather garments, with many fur lined garments for

warmth. Styles and colors vary greatly but are usually the result of the animals hunted for their furs, than personally
preference. (Think clothing from The North from the Game of Thrones Universe) Citizens from Rantnock also dress
for warmth but often see a blend of clothing from cultures all across Ebonrock.
The Underdark: The Underdark does not have a style of its own. Criminals often wear the style that is most
convenient at the time to assume. Mind flayers usually prefer wearing decorative robes (traditional wizard robe feel).
The Universities of Ebonrock: Students usually dress to match the region that they are currently studying in.

Afterwards, they can wear a graduate’s robe or reassume their homeland’s clothing with the appropriate decorative
pin, patch, or insignia (the same as the region(s) of the University(ies) the student graduated from) to indicate their
achievements. Insignias are included in this Atlas. Professors wear the insignia of the Universities of Ebonrock
itself.
The Valley Region: Renaissance style clothing without technology. Clothing is often simply colored (greens,

browns, grays, ext.) but obviously made with much attention and care. Intricate detail and designs in clothing are far
from uncommon and people take pride in their appearance. Outfits should have the “homemade” feel and touch to
them.
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The Burning Sea

6.

The Burning Sea
(Not a Starting Location)
A sea to the east of The Titan’s Jaws. For the last 100 years, since the end of the Second Great Draconic War, the
water has boiled and steamed. In addition, waves of fire sprout up and crash down, seemingly at random throughout
the sea. If there is any life still in the sea, it is not common knowledge. Only magically protected vessels can venture
into it and not be destroyed. There are islands in the sea that in the past had contained life.
The sea contains a handful small islands not far off shore, and three large islands much farther out. These larger
islands once flourished with life before the sea began to boil. The depth of the waters of the sea meant there were
great beasts that lived there. From docile whales to the most dangerous of leviathan and sea monster. There were
great reefs of coral life and many shoals, which did make navigating treacherous in places, only the most skilled
sailors dared go near the islands for fear of sinking their boats.
Now only the most foul and dangerous of beasts may even survive here. Those that have been twisted and adapted to
living in the toxic boiling waters or the beneath the burning sands on the islands. There is talk of basilisks and giant
lizards whose saliva is deadly poison. Terrifying creatures of the deep roam where they may escape the scorching
heat of the surface, but have evolved to live in pitch blackness.
There are stories that once a small colony of dryads living on the biggest island, called Roxmak Key. The other two
major islands were the Isle of Tismear and the Shimmering Atoll. In the center of Shimmering Atoll was the
Cerulean Depths, water so clear that even though it was hundreds of feet deep, the bottom looks barely a handful of
feet below the surface.
The dryads who resided on Roxmak were said to be a mostly peaceful, but fierce group of warriors. They fought off
pirate and sea monster alike. They were said to be governed by a warrior maiden, there is a legend which gives her
name as Anemone Wildwind. They lived in a small communal village where they shared everything. They would
periodically sail to shore to trade fish and woven goods with those in the Capitol Region and the Scorched Desert
and Shadowlands.
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The Capital Region
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Grand Haven
Overview
A large city built out of white marble. Every building within the
city, every fountain, the aqueducts and even the banks of the artificial
river are hewn from this marble. Buildings are tall and sweeping, many
able to accommodate giants. Careful observers note that many of the
taller buildings are also fortified with ballisti and built with arrow slits. It
is the center of the Sovereign Assembly. The city is kept pristinely clean,
and the touch of technology is present throughout, such as light posts
that light streets at night and intercoms from which general
announcements and music are sometimes played.
The reservoir beneath Grand Haven is unnaturally still. The
water is continually drained out to fill the fountains and the artificial
river, which creates an almost glass-like surface. The observant eye will
note that this is interrupted only in the very center of the reservoir, where
a slow, steady stream of bubbles breaks the surface consistently. When
the bubbles break upon hitting air, they create a ripple out from the
center of the reservoir. If one watches the ripples as they spread, one can
spot them dissipating against the hidden stepping stones.
Beneath the city, a network of sewers, worked by flame undead who are monitored by necromancers, deals
with the city’s waste.
The city is organized in three circles, the inner circle being entirely government buildings, the middle circle
being the market and wealthy citizens, and the outer circle being the average laborers. Each circle is separated by
gated walls. The middle circle can only be entered on certain market days or by occupants and the inner circle only
by those with the valid credentials. Flame undead and naga are not allowed past the outer circle without express
paperwork and flame undead cannot live in the city premis at all. Mind flayers may not step foot into the city. The
exits outside of Grand Haven lead to a small tent city. Those who are unwelcome in Grand Haven congregate there:
mostly the flame undead, with some kazan, naga and humans.
Inner Ring:
Royal Academy: See below
High Court of Justice: A thirty foot square building with a tower on its left and right

side. The building is lined with blackened iron that gives it an imposing feel, especially on the otherwise entirely
white marble cityscape. Justicars stand guard outside this court.
The Everlasting Palace: A three tiered structure made of white marble and made to

accomodate giants. A giant banner of the Overlord flies down from the top of the structure proper to hang down just
above the top of the Cherry Blossom Gate. The Grand Staircase, two sets of stairs that come up from the street level,
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meet at the Garden Platform of Lords, then go up in one staircase to reach the Cherry Blossom Gate. The Garden
Platform of Lords is an area for climbers to rest, admire the garden, and look at the statutes of the Overlords of the
past and Overlord of the present. The Cherry Blossom Gate is the entrance to the palace, made of heavy white
marble with the pathway leading up to it lined by cherry blossom trees, their color standing out among the stark
white of the path and palace. Royal guards stand guard at the gate and patrol the wall above the gate where the
mechanism to raise the portcullis is located.

The Cherry Blossom Gate
Hall of the General Assembly: A grand parliament building. The Prime
Minister is in charge of it and the Governor's Council meets in it. The Racial Representative Council also meet there.
Most other government positions in the city use the building as work/office space.
Middle Ring:
The Keep of Flames: The gateway of travel throughout Ebonrock. This large keep in the

center of the city is the center of transportation throughout Ebonrock. All of the flame gates to and from the Capital

City come from here. It is illegal to make a flame gate into the Capital that arrives anywhere else. It is monitored by
the Flame ArchBishop Giant Ferdand. This is also the home of the largest Flame Cathedral in the world.
The Halls of Innovation: A vast complex of buildings home to the Guild of Technology
that monitors the progress of technology throughout Ebonrock and is a meeting place for members to meet and
exchange ideas.
Outer Ring:
Garden of Amve: A large national park named after the monk that started the Order of

Flowers. It is full of flowers and berry bushes native from all over Ebonrock, ornately carved fountains, and the

famous magical menagerie. A traditional spot for rich couples to be married or propose. Many dryads can be found
in the park.
Examples Hill: A hill overlooking the capital road in the ring. Traitors and criminals the

government wishes to make an example of are hung here. Their bodies are then left to rot with signs that detail their
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crimes. Eventually birds, some extraordinarily creepy, pick the bodies clean.The hill has an ominous feeling of
foreboding to it.
Emissaries: A group of commoners, believed with some ties to the Exemplars which the

government funds. They provide healing and aid to the socially acceptable races inside Grand Haven. They make

sure that no one is begging on the streets, the injured find healing, and those down on their luck find, not only food
and shelter for the night, but are helped to find a job suitable for their talents, either in Grand Haven or elsewhere.
This group wears simple white, gray, or tan clothing without insignias and is greatly respected throughout the Outer
and Middle rings of the city, though they operate primarily in the outer ring.
Governance of Grand Haven:
While Prime Minister Victoria Kharamazov runs the national affairs of the diplomacy branch, like other
cities, the daily affairs of the citizens of the city are run by the governor of the region. There are no city councils or
local government outside of the authority of the governor’s office. Royal guards keep the order and security of all
three rings of the city. The tent city of unwanted citizens have very little oversight outside of when a crime is
reported and deemed important enough to investigate.
Culture:
While Grand Haven’s most well-known service is likely education, the city also exports luxury
commodities such as spices, candies, chocolates and alcohol. Lesser magical trinkets like good luck charms and
harvest amulets are commonly produced in Grand Haven as well. Those that work outside of the city often work in
the nearby gardens, growing flowers, fruits and berries. Many of the laborers of the outer circle work within the city.
Grand Haven is famous for the construction, assembly and distribution of mechanical parts for the trains of the
region. Some of the outer circle residents work in hospitality and other domestic fields in the middle circle and inner
circle. Other common occupations include the harvesting of lumber, game and other supplies from lands near the
capital. A sector in the middle class is well known for their experiments with mainframes and their uses.

Prominent Families:

Amdahl Family: The Human Amdahl family are newly prominent in Grand Haven. Their expertise in

creating and altering mainframes is becoming more and more renowned. Unlike most people of high status in Grand
Haven, the Amdahls moved into Grand Haven recently. Some in the city whisper that the Amdahls are anti-social
and secretive. However, some of the best trade in tech is facilitated by the Amdahl’s influence.

Belluno Family: This human family descends from the architect who designed Grand Haven’s buildings,
Stefano Belluno. Stefano worked very closely with the city planner, Myra Zassari, to ensure that the construction,
aesthetic and function of the individual buildings matched well with the overall design of the urban environment.
They are known for their flamboyance and creativity.
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Helmar Family: The trains that enter Grand Haven pass through either the Middle Ring or the Outer Ring:
never the Inner Ring. The Dwarven Helmar Family is tasked with ensuring the security of the trains, although there
are many other (and arguably more efficient) precautions in place.

Lampre Family: The elven Lampre family distinguished themselves from the many others working

domestic jobs within Grand Haven. Unlike many, they reside within the Middle Ring. Members of this family are
heavily sought after as butlers, chauffeurs and managers. They are known for their discretion, and for their skilled
work landscaping in the Garden of Amve.

Nachtigali Family: This ancient and secretive family is unfortunately most known for a curse. The
nightmares of the Nachtigali are horrific: and when the Nachtigali becomes an adult, the nightmares seem to become
reality. In order to make up for this, the Nachtigali serve as Hunters of the Dawn. They spend their waking hours
hunting nightmares: but many seek to assassinate the Nachtigali in turn, blaming them for the world’s abominations.
They are known to have close ties with the Lampre family.

House Simic- Elven House, Duelists, this elven house is known for their devotion to the Sovereign Way

and their assistance to the Elven districts around Grand Haven. Their leader is chosen by right of arms through a
traditional duel.

Vincenza Family: Although these dryads are as tightly knit as any classical family, their origins are less

standard. Although most dryads prefer nature, the Vincenza family built a small, tightly knit community by

accepting young dryads without a family or without a home. These dryads are brought up in the glory of Grand
Haven, and contribute to charitable causes and city morale. This family lives in the outer ring.

Zassari Family: Grand Haven was brought to life by the kazan Myra Zassari. She was a visionary,
excelling in both practicality and flair. She plotted out the placement of the buildings, of the walls and of all of the
amenities.

Royal Academy of Grand Haven

Across from a park in the Inner Ring of Grand Haven
is the Royal Academy. A small but elite school of arcane
magic and ritualism with a class size that never exceeds ten
individuals, usually five males and five females. People of all
walks and races (except flame-undead and mind flayers) are
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welcome to take the entrance exams, but few besides humans, elves, and kazan are selected. If selected, study is
free.
The curriculum takes 6 arduous years to complete, but by the time students do, they are licensed members
of their craft. Graduates have access to the Sovereign Library, located on The Royal Academy’s campus, and other
school resources as long as they stay in good standing with The Academy. Some return after gaining some worldly
experience and volunteer to work in the Hall of Names or for a professor and then undergo graduate studies to learn
advanced magic of their craft from a sponsoring professor. (May attempt to build such a connection in game and do
this but may not start with it in backstory).
Others of the public may access the Royal Academy grounds only with permission from the appropriate
government licensing official. During their time at the academy, students do not leave
the grounds except for official holidays.
It is also the Headquarters of The Chain Circle, a group of arcane casters that
are paired with military forts or governors to offer counsel and assistance in the areas of
magic. They are recognizable by a chain circlet around the head. They sign the licenses
for magic.
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Hall of Names Prices

Ritual Word Difficulty Level

Non-Alumni Price (with permission)

Alumni Price (in good standing)

Basic

6cp

3cp

Advanced

2sp

1 sp

Dean Nathaniel Byheart of the Royal Academy: The youngest dean in the history of the academy. A
protege from birth, he impressed all of the professors in his studies at the academy, traveled the world for five years,
then returned to continue his studies. He became the chief librarian in the Hall of Names in under a year and was
promoted to the Dean of the Royal Academy two years after that at the age of 26.
Professor Ambrosius: The professor at the head of the mentalism program at the Academy. He is known to
be a master in his field and his advanced classes are eagerly attended.. His research is said to have caused fights and
controversy within the Academy in past years, culminating in an illegal duel in the streets of the Capital, but he
seems to have quieted down in recent years, causing him to leave the attention of the commoners.
The identity of others professors in the Academy is not known to the people as others keep a quiet profile.
Players who have attended the Academy will be provided additional lore on the location.

University of Grand Haven: Focuses on architecture and technology. See the Universities of Ebonrock section.

Heralds: Heralds are the personal servants of The Overlord. When they travel they travel under her personal banner
and speak with her authority. Their entire life is dedicated to serving her directly. As a mark of their dedication
almost all tattoo their skin gold and red. Their personal names and likeness are not common knowledge.

Merchants/Services
Merchants (Building)
Addled Adventurer’s Apothecary: Outer Ring: A purveyor of common and rare herbs. Is always
looking to hire and fund expeditions into dangerous areas including the Fena-exfe jungle, Twisted Forest, and
Million Forest for rare plants and insects. Managed by the human, Gildred.
Gadgets and Gizmos: Middle Ring: A supplier of parts and ore needed for crafters of technology.
Can order specific gems for projects as well. Sells “learn it yourself technology” kits for children which is popular
among some noble families and will build a hopping frog or similar contraption. It is owned and run by the elf,
Ludvig Swill.
Trackless Trinkets: Middle Ring. Novelty technology and gadget shop for unique contraptions that
perform singular tasks like opening a bottle of mine, washing a dish, ext. It is run by Mizar Chiss.
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Pickled Pikeman Inn: Outer Ring: A busy inn frequented by all types and a common hang out for
The Lord’s Men. The bartender and owner, Phydric, is an older kazan who once served in the military, rising to the
rank of lieutenant before retiring. Orchid, the dryad, is a serving lady there who feels orphaned and is often
homesick.

Gangs/Thieves Guilds
The Mainframe Bandits: A group of thieves that uses technology, innovations, and occasionally even

black powder to perform heists. They are extremely technologically proficient, sometimes imploying constructs, and
have members that can hack highly secure mainframes and break into The Network. They are the only known
criminal organization who have stolen information from a government mainframe on The Network. They often
auction information to the highest bidder on the black market. Their main service is in information, either digital,

gossip, or from spying. They will plant or retrieve information. They do not deal in any other types of crime and are
willing to go to any city in Ebonrock to work. They attract many of the criminal element that are also
technologically brilliant.
The Magi: A guild of thieves that use elemental thalmaturge magic and ritualism to augment their thieving

skills to pull off impressive magical heists. They consider themselves sophisticated thieves that abide by a strict

code of fashion, honor, and style. One must audition to join in a heist that proves both magical and non-magical
skills as well as intelligence. Not only do they not kill, they view it as a mark of shame and incompetence if blood is
spilled on a mission (though harmful effects are okay if kept to a minimum). Most members have an elitist attitude.
They dislike The Lord’s Men which they view as uncivilized and violent and actively will attack any of their
members they catch in the middle ring which they view as their turf. They will not however report them to the
guard.
The Lord’s Men: A general thieves guild run by their “Lord”. They operate throughout the outer and

middle ring, but mostly in the outer ring (middle ring results in guild war fights with The Magi). The guild does
everything from thefts, forgeries, spying, and shake-downs for debts. They do not do assassinations. The Lord’s
Men is an ancient guild that has weathered the many tests of time, with many masters rising and falling from the title
of “Lord” once luck was no longer in their favor.

Military Officials: The city is protected by the Royal Guard, not the army or the city guard. These individuals have
been handpicked from army units, the exemplars, and adventurers. Unlike in other cities, it is not common
knowledge how this elite group is organized.

Prime Minister: Prime Minister Victoria Kharamazov, a human, is resolute in enforcing the will of the Overlord.
People whisper that she is also beholden to beings beyond the Overlord; beings of dark magic, devils, or spirits.
However no one would dare even whisper these things while under her steely gaze; even though she has never
openly sought retribution for slights against her reputation, there are further rumors that political rivals spreading
such tales have met untimely ends. She has a scar on her face from an assassination attempt that was targeting the
Overlord.
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Ithil “Village of the Moon”
Overview In Rulebook
Most elves have mingled and live among society in Ebonrock.
Ithil is the one village of Ebonrock that is almost exclusively elven.
While officially it is ruled by Grand Haven’s governor, Baron
Thyndryel, a famous Hunter of the Dawn and member of the Golden
Rose, known for hunting with his companion albino panther, is
consulted by most when problems arise. The village is known also for
hating dragons and drakes. They host the Sovereign’s Dragon Slayer
training program.
History and Construction:
When it was established, Ithil was a retreat for elves who
wished the quieter life among their kind instead of the active bustling
life of the city Ellindereal. Ithil was secluded, often bypassed by most
merchants, and housed many individuals who simply wished to focus on
a project or profession. The village was unwelcoming to outsiders who
sought to stay for any period of time and was for the most part self-sufficient. The lifestyle was so natural and quiet
that it was rumored that in the early days, magical creatures of the Burrows often visited or inhabited Ithil. While
those days are now passed, some scholars still assert that traces of their magic still hang in the air in the village.
After the destruction of Ellindereal in the Second Great Dragon Rebellion Ithil became the last primarily
elven location. The village began attracting elves of all kinds, including those bitter and hostile towards the
draconic. They disturbed the tranquil peace of Ithil and, over a period time, shifted Ithil into a village often beset by
a sharp tension; one created by the duel needs to define themselves and survive as a race and the need to avenge
their slain brethren. To that purpose the village successful petitioned to host the Dragon Slayer program.
Present Day:
City Structure/Layout
Ithil is built in a deep bowl shaped valley and consists of about 320 people, over 90% of them elven.
Rainwater is collected and supplemented by well water to quench the thirsts of the small population. Buildings are
built on the entire surface of the valley so that many buildings can look across the valley to other buildings as well
as deeper into the valley below. There is no real organization to the village except that the older buildings are
usually deeper into the bowl of the valley while newer buildings are built higher along the edges. The one exception
to this is the Dragon Slayer training grounds which also house the drake storage pens. It was originally built on a
platform in the hillside but there were too many issues of drakes escaping training and breaking into the village. As
such, with the advances in hovercraft technology, a hovering platform was built that hovers over the city. It is about
the size of a small arena. It lands each night, when training is over, in a specifically designated location at the top of
the bowl valley.
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Governance of Ithil:
Baron Thyndryel: Baron Thyndryel is a hardened but fair elf. He comes off as cold to those who do not

know him, but deeply cares for his people. He has been shaped over time from an idealist to a cynical person when it
comes to non-elves, often thinking the worst of someone until they prove themselves otherwise, but not hiding the
fact. He is a druid of summer who focuses on taming beasts and being ferocious in battle.
Culture:
The village has a conflicted identity. Some still focus on individual achievement and perfection of an
individual task or skill. Others are bent on the “preservation of elven ways.” While others are focused on avenging
their fallen brethren and making sure the draconic harms no more people. Together, they form a village of people
who mutually respect each other. Conflicts that arise are usually well meaning but originate from these differing
priorities and points of view. Outsiders, non-elves, are treated respectfully but distantly, as if being kept at arm’s
length. Outside of the odd mixed-racial couple, the only non-elves that make their home in Ithil are government
officials and Dragon Slayers and their trainees.

Military
4

Captain of the Guard for Rensbridge and Ithil

3

Lieutenant of Guard Unit X in Ithil

1-2

15 Soldiers/Sergeants

3

Lieutenant of Guard Unit X in Ithil

1-2

15 Soldiers/Sergeants

Diplomatic
4

Baron Thyndreyel (see above)

Merchants/Services
Merchants (Buildings)
The Noble Nightingale Inn: A luxurious inn renowned for the elven bard who is its namesake.

The price of the establishment is matched only by the unworldly music of its owner. The bar itself is upkept by her
current apprentice, Darsius.
The Pristine Peacock Parlor: A mix between an inn and a lounge, this establishment boards the
majority of travelers in Ithil. It is ornately decorated with wooden carvings that depict significant events in Ithil’s
history. It is owned and run by Meraleen.
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Serzinus Bellsbin: A half-elven, master sage for hire who specializes in history and magical lore.
He is a retired professor from The University of Fena-exfe.
Gangs/Thieves Guilds
Even though some of the best elven craftsmen in the world live in Ithil, thieves guilds have failed to grow
in Ithil. Perhaps because of the low rate of success of jobs in Ithil, but guilds in the past rarely can make enough
money in the village to make it worthwhile. Therefore most thieves in the city either operate solo or are hired from
other cities and come in to do the job, usually at a premium. Particularly, The Lord’s Men from Grand Haven have
been known to take jobs here.
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Rensbridge (The Lion’s Den)
Overview In Rulebook
A busy city built on both sides of a fast flowing river with a
castle-like bridge connecting both halves. The city is known for its
inclusive nature of all races (especially so close to Grand Haven) and its
textile trade. It is governed by Baron Korick instead of the region’s
governor.
History and Construction:
Rensbridge was built shortly after Grand Haven as a
convenient cross point along people’s travels. The land was flush and
rich and took to the production of silk well. Within a few centuries the
village grew and army patrols began to include it in their route.
However, hobgoblin tribes from the mostly unpopulated east began to
attack the village. The government responded by fortifying the bridge
itself into a keep and establishing an official town guard in the village.
Centuries later when Baron Endern saved the village from a terrifying
three headed abomination that burrowed up from the Underdark, it earned the nickname “The Lion’s Den,” in honor
of, then, Exemplar Korick Endern who saved the village by slaying the beast.

Present Day:
City Structure/Layout
The village is situated on both sides of a fast moving river. The keep in the village, consisting of two towers
with portculuses and a central living area, is built around the bridge that spans both sides of the bank and is the one
bridge across for many miles and both directions. The village consists of about 280 people of various diverse races.
Besides the keep itself, buildings are usually one story and of a simple design. Technology is owned and utilized in
the village but not in the buildings or city design. The East side of the village has most of the village’s sheep
pastures, silk farms, and the homes of the laborers that work both. The West side has most of the other tradesmen
and the market.

Governance of Rensbridge:
Baron Korick Endern: A Kazan from a minor noble family, he governs Rensbridge, instead of the

governor for the Capital District. Korick Endern gathered fame as an exemplar in his campaigns against hobgoblins
and terrorists. His most famous battle however was against an abomination that escaped from deep underground that
attacked Rensbridge. His valourous efforts in slaying the beast earned him the loving nickname “The Lion” from the
people. He was summoned to the capital and inducted into the Order of the Golden Rose 22 years ago. While in
court he thwarted an assassination attempt against the Overlord. Since then, as her consort, he has been made a
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baron, given the city of Rensbridge as his own, and has been entrusted to watch the Overlord’s and his child, the
next heir to the title.
Baron Endern is a strict but fair ruler. He is one of the few who treats all races in his village equally,
including the naga, orcs, and flame undead, when the law permits discretion. His people love him and trust in his
protection. While not the most experienced or trained diplomat, it is said he listens enough to his advisors, and his
sound enough common sense, to do a good job as a lord.
Culture:
The village is definitely an agricultural village but one that is proud of who they are and who leads them.
They produce a good portion of the middle to upper end clothing produced in Ebonrock, both wool and silk. While
tensions sometimes break out, usually from trade disputes, racial tensions in Rensbrook are much lower than almost
any other city or village, but that might be to the very well known views of Baron Endern on equal treatment of all
the races. For this reason, many mixed-race couples settle in Rensbridge. In general though, the village is a peaceful
enough agricultural village.

Military
4

Captain of the Guard for Rensbridge and Ithil

3

Lieutenant of Guard Unit Eagle in Rensbridge

1-2

15 Soldiers/Sergeants

3

Lieutenant of Guard Unit Hawk in Rensbridge

1-2

15 Soldiers/Sergeants

Diplomatic
7
4

Baron Korick Endern
Chain Wizard Adara

Religion
There is a modest Temple to the Eternal Flame built on the west side of the village. It is run by Bishop
Undeer, an inquisitive, and often socially unaware, elf.
Merchants/Services
Merchants (Buildings)
Norvan’s Endowments: A small shop that focuses on adding gem encrusted trim to clothing as
well as selling small gems that the average person might purchase for a wedding band or similar piece of jewelry.
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The shop is owned by the couple Laura and George Norvan (human and draconian (blue) respectively) who also live
in it.
The Watering Hole: The village inn. It is usually crowded at night and run by the jolly man, Banty
Bipher.
Cytin’s Cuts: Butcher. Run by Cytin the Dwarf. A bit of a rough man, almost always wearing
clothes speckled in blood. Has no family and works often late into the night.
Merchants (Table)
Pendra’s Table: Pendra is a farmer’s daughter who sells produce in the market. She also can
negotiate for the purchase of animals.

Gangs/Thieves Guilds
Thieves guilds have had trouble finding much reason to establish in Rensbridge. Clothing theft is not really
in demand and the gems that do go through here are often small and used to adorns clothing. Most thieves in the city
either operate solo or are hired from other cities and come in to do the job. Particularly, The Lord’s Men from Grand
Haven have been known to take jobs here.
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The Circus
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The Circus
History and Construction:
The Circus was founded with a single goal in mind, that
entertainment comes from many forms. The Circus was started by two
men, Anthony Bedichi and Mr. Alister. They went into business and
found talent all over the world, no one was discriminate against, all
kinds were welcome. Although, some years ago, Mr. Alister and
Ringmaster Anthony Bedichi had a falling out, causing the show to be
run solely by Bedichi. Very few know the whole story.
Today the Circus hosts beings of all types, with the purpose
of putting together an amazing show. They travel around the
Sovereign Assembly from city to city to allow citizens to partake in
their creative outlet. The Circus is a place of wonders, of marvels, of
talent and of secrets.
Culture:
Those who join The Circus become part of the family,
because for most, this is the only family they have. Life in the Circus for those who have a talent go to work to
entertain their guests, and those without keep the Circus running through games, and maintenance. The Circus is one
of the few places in the world where all are treated equal, and allowed to be on fringe of society. Although the
Circus is visited occasionally by Sovereign officials, they have maintained a great standing with the government. If
someone from the Circus is in danger, the rest of their family comes to their aid. Ringmaster Anthony Bedichi stands
as the head of the Circus, by expects everyone to treat him as an equal. It is common practice for the Circus to find
talent, or have people run away and join, all are welcome.

Who’s Who in the Circus:
Ringmaster Anthony Bedichi- The Ringmaster and the founder of the Circus, he makes it clear that all

members of the Circus are well and the shows work.

Madam Sinclaire- Renowned fortune teller, she has guests from all over to have her read them.
Salazar- The deformed snake-like freak show host. He helps run the Grand Story, an interactive story

telling show.

Samantha Shinningstone- The young girl who has the most beautiful voice anyone has ever heard.
The Amazing Benedicto- One of the most potent spell casters in the world, his shows are a sight to behold.
Saver- The Mind Flayer of the Circus who helps look into the minds of customers to help them with their

problems .
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The Rules:
The Circus contains Mind Flayers, Ashen Lieges who have broken their chains, Flame Undead, Devils,
Spirits, Aberrations, and many other creatures. All in The Circus must obey The Rules, to do go against the Family,
to work in the well being of life itself, and to entertain. The Circus is not be used for your personal glory or power.
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Region of Dra-Dhahid
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Anvilhold
Overview In Rulebook
Anvilhold is inhabited primarily by orcs of the Hellhawk,
Windwalker, and Deepsoul clans, the three largest clans, among a dozen
or so, to survive the passing of the centuries. The Hellhawks are
infamously known for their frowned-upon violent tendencies and
stubborn refusal to let the old ways die. They are the least connected to
the Shaman faith, though they respect the sanctity of Erinth Novan out of
necessity, and often cause trouble preaching the necessity of the orc
people returning to the old ways of violence. The Windwalker clan are
known for including people of other races into their shamanistic customs
and ways of life. They are the most hospitable of the clans and work most
often with the Sovereign Assembly seeking better treatment for their
people. The Deepsoul focus much of their efforts into building a deep
connection to the spirits in a way that often brings them out of touch with
the current events of the world around them. They are often consulted for
their wisdom but simultaneously viewed as eccentric for their
single-minded dedication. Politics in the village change periodically over the years with the rise and fall of any of
the three primary clans.
History and Construction:
Anvilhold was established shortly after the fall of Dra-Dhahid in the Orc Wars. It was initially built as a
labor camp around the top of the southern side of the Gorge of Stones which runs along either side of the river. The
green marble of Dra-Dhahid was previously mined from the Gorge by the orc people. With the invention of black
powder during the Orc Wars it became possible to mine the white marble, a tougher stone, which was deeper in the
forge. The orc people were forced to mine the white marble, later used in the building of Grand Haven, in penance
for their crimes. Over time, Sovereign Assembly oversight of the orcish people relaxed some and Anvilhold was
turned over to the orcish people for their general governance, under the oversight of the regional governor. Many of
the buildings are built of green stone from the Gorge or wood.
Present Day:
To this day, about 95 percent of Anvilhold’s population are orcs. The people are a hearty and rough lot. The
majority of the village’s exports involve quarried stone from the Gorge, stone crafting, and building engines of war.
Querying rights to different areas of the Gorge are bid on each year by the clans, the result of which can greatly
influence a clan’s prosperity in the upcoming year. Work injuries from back-breaking labor conditions and fights,
sometimes resulting in clan wars, are common place. As long as the fights do not affect a non-orc and no official
complaint is brought to a government official’s attention, such hostilities usually go uninvestigated and unpunished,
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at least by the Assembly. Many clans, especially the Windwalker clan are attempting to modernize, unite the village
and end clan hostilities by emphasizing the shamanistic traditions and trying to incorporate them more in day to day
life, using Erinth Novan as an example. Where these efforts have been partially successful for periods in the past, it
seems that Anvilhold inevitably always dissolves again into violence and clan wars.
It is illegal to craft weapons in the village and the weapon licensing laws are harshly enforced with great
latitude being afforded in the punishment of law-breakers. For many this has brewed a deep contempt of the
Sovereign Assembly, especially for the Hellhawk clan. Overall, Anvilhold is used by many in the Sovereign
Assembly as an example of why the orcs need to be heavily regulated.
Governance:
The dwarven governor, Verne Ferrock, is widely disliked by the orc population. He hunts “rage orcs”
down, but makes very little effort to distinguish the guilty from the merely suspicious. When he is present in the
village people try to give him a wide berth.
The three major clans are the Hellhawk, Windwalker, and Deepsoul clans. Each tribe’s chieftains sits on
the village counsel. Each year two of the twelve other clans in Anvilhold sit on the counsel.
Clans
Hellhawk: violent tendencies and stubborn refusal to let the old ways die
Windwalker: including people of other races into their shamanistic customs and ways of life
Deepsoul: focus much of their efforts into building a deep connection to the spirits in a way that often
brings them out of touch with the current events of the world
Rockbone: Hard workers who preach the values of being patient and economic in working one’s way up in

the world. While they view crime harshly, they encourage anything that is legal to get ahead in life.

Crescentsun: The one clan that favors devout worship of the Eternal Flame over shamanism or other ways.

They are generally helpful members of the community and take great pride in their accomplishments

Roadsprinter: Known for their joining with members of other races. Their interracial families stand out in

Anvilhold and are almost universally hated (with the exception of the Windwalker Clan who tolerates them).
9 Other Clans

PLAYER NOTE: Orc players who wish to are encouraged to make up their own clan and write a brief

description of them. If they make sense and are approved, they will be incorporated as a clan in Anvilhold.

Prominent People:
Aglikh Hellhawk: Male orc. A firey and angry berserker. He is a loud supporter of orcish rights that is
known to rarely back down from a fight or slight to his people. Despite his temper issues, he is well-regarded in the
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community for the unbending loyalty to his people and for the fact that unlike others, he is willing to fight if needed
for what he believes in.
Ucra Windwalker: Female orc. A council member and druid. She was an adventurer in her day that
travelled all over Ebonrock before returning home. Therefore, she is one of the most worldly and well versed of the
orcs of Anvilhold who rarely leave the region if not their village in their lifetime. She is brooding and challenges
points of view until she is satisfied that they have been discussed thoroughly and the right decision reached.
Shirce Deepsoul: Female orc. A council member and shaman who is dedicated to a spirit of the night sky.
She is distant but wise and people that know the old orc compliment are optimistic resolve.
Gangs/Thief’s Guilds
Anvilhold does not boast any thieves’ guilds of their own. Most crimes are clan on clan related, from
individuals, or from guilds whose home base is outside of Anvilhold and were hired in to do a job.
The Firebrands
This group leaves burns their mark into the buildings they burglarize and sabotage. Yael is the half-orc,
half-human leader of an elemental trafficking group calling themselves the ‘Firebrand’ that steals and vandalizes
valuables and elementals of Dra Dhahid. Yael is a spitfire, with an equally combustible temper. She’s known to be
volatile and childish. While The Firebrands rarely attack in Anvilhold, there are whisperings that they recruit from
the village.
Yael Ruari: Leader of the ‘Firebrands’
The Gore
A trio of brutal fighters, one orc, one grey draconian, one elf, who challenge all they come across to a
one-on-one fight to the death. If someone should win against one of the trio, they must either join the trio or fight the
other two to the death. While they operate mostly in the roads around Dra-Dhahid, they have been known to pass
through Anvilhold a few time in the past year for supplies. They are wanted for crimes of murder.
Dunum Glanna: the orc
Valdi Divraga: the draconian
Tacriel Horiza: the elf
The Paradigm
These thieves are known for their idiocy. They spout mindless rhetoric during their robberies. They appear
to believe that they are communicating something very deep to their victims. They are active in Anvilhold as well
as Dra-Dhahid.
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Dra Dhahid
Overview In Rulebook
A grand city of green stone built throughout smaller stone
buildings and surrounded by tall walls. In the long distant past it was
the capital city of the Orc race. Now, heavy regulation limits the
occupation of orcs in the city, preventing them from identifying with
any clan while in the City’s walls, or from carrying metallic
weapons of any kind, despite it being a major part of the City’s
trade. As a result, only about 20% of the city’s population are orcs.
Dra Dhahid is described by many outsiders as muted and harsh but
orcs that do live there take heavy offense to any criticism of their
homes. It exports a large portion of Ebonrock’s smithed weapons.
Around the city Elementals become a primary source of energy and
power for the city. The people live in harmony with these
elementals that are usually controlled by great elemental controllers.
It hosts the governor of the region.
History and Construction:
Once, Dra Dhahid was the gem of orcish ‘civilization’.
Built from the riches of war, Dra Dhahid was the center point of the orc war bands and clans for many long years.
When spirits first began to emerge, the orcs learned to channel them. Shamans and druids established a presence in
Dra Dhahid, but under orc authority. Others perceived the spirits as a potential enemy. The orc wars were brought to
a bloody stalemate by the discovery of aether and its uses in firearms. The Hellhawks took power soon after. Their
clan chief openly took power from devils. He was notoriously ruthless in his raids, targeting nearby villages and
helpless travelers.
Other forces attempted to remove this brute from power, but the Overlord was the one to free the land from
his cruelty. During the Unification, the government conquered Dra Dhahid. It was then that the “twenty-percent
rule”, as it is commonly referred to, was instituted limiting the orcish population of the city to a maximum of twenty
percent of the total population. This ruling prevents the rise of orcish violence from returning to the once-capital
city. Since this ruling, the great clans have scattered throughout the lands. Most integrate themselves properly with
society, or live respectably in orc villages that no longer preach violence. A minority of ingrates still preach the ‘old
ways’, but those rebels do not interfere in the rights and protections for loyal orcs afforded to all citizens.

Present Day:
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Inside Dra Dhahid:

The Feast Tables
Long ago, orc tribes gathered here after their victories in battle. The stone tables still show signs of long-ago feasts:
knife scrapes in the table, a silver Head Chair dragged in as loot from another land. Now, these tables have been
repurposed as a place of study for shamans. It’s forbidden for an orc to sit at any Feast Table chair, but especially the
Head Chair.

The Fire Pit
This giant fire pit is a communal hub for Dra Dhahid. It is fed continually. Attempts to extinguish the fire are highly
illegal, although this seems to be unnecessary: no attempt has ever succeeded. The ground here is permanently
scorched. Some speculate that the Dragons burned this area long ago, while other theories stretch much farther back
into the past. Spare fire elementals gather here.

The Halfway House
Government passports for orcs to enter the city are acquired here, as well as temporary travel permits. The waits are
long. Some orcs wait years for an opening, and other orcs end up staying here on their way out from Dra Dhahid.

The Longhouses
Orcish children are brought here for a spiritual blessing. Many orcs travel to the area specifically for this, but must
always have a travel permit. The tattoo blessings given by the spirits and the elements are administered here, by the
spirit or elemental that came to the child. Those orc outcasts who are shunned by the spirits and elementals receive
the black triangle tattoo on their foreheads if a spirit or elemental fails to bless them within their first year. Those
who make Greater Pacts with a Spirit or Elemental often gather here.

The Mailroom
Air elementals expedite the delivery of mail, small packages and other messages and goods within Dra Dhahid from
the Mailroom. Mailmen from this mailroom are dauntless, often traveling far and wide to deliver their messages.

The Monorail
Air and earth elementals unite to create a monorail for the city. The earth elementals form the pods for beings to
stand within, as well as the rail. Meanwhile, the air elementals comprise the locomotion. This system allows
transportation within Dra Dhahid to be extraordinarily efficient.

Nearby Dra Dhahid:
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The Earthworks
These geometrical earthworks have an ancient design, but were built more recently than that design might suggest.
These flat topped mounds were built over the battlefields of Dra Dhahid by the orcs, to replace violence with
culture.

Insurrection Caves
Unruly rage orcs congregate here to plot with their allies and sympathizers. These caves are natural structures, worn
by the wind into the canyons and plateaus of Dra Dhahid. They are nearly impossible to navigate without either a
guide, a map, or help from the spirits.

The Gorge
Orcs from around the area work the marble quarry in the gorge that follows the river, sourcing material for Grand
Haven. This is a common occupation for those orcs who fail to get permission to live within the city lines of Dra
Dhahid. Each year areas of the gorge are bid on for quarrying rights for the year. Most of the gorge in the
Dra-Dhahid area, unlike Anvilhold, is bid on by private businessmen who employ orcs and other laborers and not
orc clans themselves.

The Shaman Graves
Many of faith seek to be buried here. Old, broken totems are stuck into the ground as tombstones for their previous
owners. Some shamans come here to give offerings to spirits, or just to communicate with those spirits that gather
here. Spirit speech is loud here.

Dra Dhahid’s Governance:

The Four Great Spirits of Dra Dhahid play a central role in management. Issues are brought to their
attention before being brought to the governor. The dwarven governor is widely disliked by the orc population of
Dra Dhahid. He hunts rage orcs down, but makes very little effort to distinguish the guilty from the merely
suspicious.
Verne Ferrock: Governor
Dra Dhahid’s Culture:

The most commonly followed tradition is that of the Seishin Sabi, although all three major branches of
shamanism have a strong presence in Dra Dhahid. They believe that all things in this life have a spirit, and they
believe in respecting that spirit in all things. Balance is key in the Seishin Sabi perspective. Their impact is apparent
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upon the city. While some Seishin Sabi believe that spirits naturally belong with the elements, and others believe
that spirits must evolve with the times, Dra Dhahid represents a perfect mixture between elements and technology.
What can be created with technology, can be created with the elements. Seishin Sabi weapons and crafts are highly
valued outside the city.
As for the Völskungr, their smithing is as valuable an export as their stories. The legends and deeds that the
Völskungr treasure have adapted with the times. Although some of the rage orcs and rebels tends towards the
Völskungr traditions, the tradition itself carries no negative connotation in Dra Dhahid. The Ra’Leos tradition is the
least popular of the three in Dra Dhahid, although not uncommon. Those following this path have been bonded with
their family spirit for generations. Some of the oldest structures in Dra Dhahid are Ra’Leos monuments to the one
known as the God Emperor. Urbanism is rare in Dra Dhahid, although not unheard of. Dra Dhahid has an eclectic
mix of all the races, though naga and flame undead are not encouraged to be in the sacred areas.

The Four Great Spirits of Dra Dhahid:

Four elementals, one of fire, one of water, one of earth and one of air, act as a counsel of four in Dra
Dhahid. Although elementals generally do not have rights under the assembly, this does not apply to Sulfur, Hail,
Boulder and Gust. These four are incredibly powerful, and even more respected. Matters of importance are generally
left to them. All four were present before Dra Dhahid was founded by the orcs. The Four Great Spirits have been
venerated throughout all of the changes in power in this region. It’s widely believed that the four make the existence
of other elementals possible. Shamans speak with the four to negotiate changes and improvements in the city.

Lord Sulfur
Sulfur is the Lord of the fire elementals. When sulfur walks, he leaves a trail of molten footprints in his path. Behind
his teeth, one can see the fire burning within his body.

Lord Hail
The Lord of the water elementals brings a chill to every room she enters. Her extremities are frosted over. Her eyes
are entirely water: a river flows within her instead of blood.

Lord Boulder
Boulder, Lord of the earth elementals, never looks exactly the same. He continually reforms his stone features, and
can often be spotted using a chisel to perfect them into his latest vision.

Lord Gust
Lord Gust of the air elementals, has never been seen with her feet on the ground. Her hair is always ruffled by an
unseen wind, no matter the weather. Gravity is of no object to her.
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Prominent People:
Wormelow Tump
This orc is a valued scholar. He’s known to have studied at all of the universities. He focuses his studies around the
spirits and beliefs of the Ra’Leos traditions, although he is not a follower himself.
Elfodd Vort
This orc is the representative shaman of the Seishin Sabi tradition. The three representative shamans of the largest
traditions within Dra Dhahid are the first line of communication between the shaman community in Dra Dhahid and
the Four Great Spirits.
Memnon Rabb
This orc is the representative shaman of the Völskungr tradition. His family has a long history of associating with
rage orcs, a history he refuses to publicly denounce.
Genea Horsdal
This orc is the representative shaman of the Ra’Leos tradition. She is known to have the most sway over the Four
Great Spirits of the three representatives.
Nicola Alnwick
This elf-human hybrid child is always found sitting in the Silver Head chair, acting out the Orc Wars with little
figurines. Their obsession with orcish history makes them an unexpected expert in the community.
Hadrian Nennius
Known to be a spiritual expert, Hadrian is an occultist of many talents.
Koppanyi
This flame undead is often found by the fire pit. Usually, he simply stares into the flames. However, he’s been seen
helping elementals and has loudly expressed his hatred for the OLM.
EO-Z7
This golem-forged is inseparable from their partner, 4NAH. The two are ritualists researching Dra Dhahid to discern
new elements.
4N-AH
The second golem-forged out of the pair.
Merchants/Services
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The Heliotrope Tent
This dryad is well respected for her stock. She sets up her tent nearby Dra Dhahid every day. She’s known to have a
huge selection of herbs, as well as other supplies relevant to shamans, herbalists, medics and more.
Priya Heliotrope: Dryad

Merchant’s Table
In the early morning, the Feast Table is utilized by passing merchants as a stand for their various goods. These
goods vary by the season, and even the day. However, the Table is known to have a consistent selection of weaponry
as well as fresh goods.

Joel Lurch: Weapons Stand Owner

Mail Center
The mail center performs all sorts of services. Elementals deliver mail and packages within Dra Dhahid, but the
civilized races perform more elaborate deliveries outside of the city. This kazan is the most well known out of the
mailmen.
Talani Dastan: Mail Man
Gangs/Thieves’ Guilds

The “Orcish Liberation Movement” (or OLM)
This terrorist group lives within Dra Dhahid. These terrorists bring the fire elementals that heat their homes into
government buildings, irritate them to the point of explosivity and let them loose upon government buildings. They
cause destruction and fear within the city that they claim to wish to protect. A split is forming within the OLM,
although it’s unclear why.
Kirke Hellhawk
Grigori Hellwark

The Firebrands
This group leaves burns their mark into the buildings they burglarize and sabotage. Yael is the half-orc, half-human
leader of an elemental trafficking group calling themselves the ‘Firebrand’ that steals and vandalizes valuables and
elementals of Dra Dhahid. Yael is a spitfire, with an equally combustible temper. She’s known to be volatile and
childish.
Yael Ruari: Leader of the ‘Firebrands’
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The Gore
A trio of brutal fighters, one orc, one grey draconian, one elf, who challenge all they come across to a one-on-one
fight to the death. If someone should win against one of the trio, they must either join the trio or fight the other two
to the death.

Dunum Glanna: the orc
Valdi Divraga: the draconian
Tacriel Horiza: the elf

The Paradigm
These thieves are known for their idiocy. They spout mindless rhetoric during their robberies. They appear to
believe that they are communicating something very deep to their victims.
Geldor Hellhawk: Leader of the Paradigm
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Erinth Novan
Overview in Rulebook:

Viewed as a natural wonder in Ebonrock, the city is

sacred among all orc tribes, shaman, and druids. Unsheathed
weapons and violence of any kind in the city, besides in

self-defense, is punishable by banishment or death. The wooden
buildings are said to have been sung from the Earth and range
from one story to three stories in height. While under starlight,
the entire town glows softly in fluorescent light from the trees
to the buildings themselves. Shaman and earth spells are easier
to cast there. Throughout the ages the amount of Sovereign
oversight of Erinth Novan has been high contested due to
various disrespectful offenses soldiers have committed over the
ages. Currently, the city is defended by its own city guard with
only a small contingent of Sovereign diplomats present to
maintain law when needed, though the fort of Raven’s Hill is
not far away. All Sovereign officials have been well educated about the town’s spiritual customs. The City is not
connected to the railroad.

History and Construction:

The buildings are old here, as old as the ancient trees surrounding the village. The time of establishment is
unknown. Erinth Novan used to be under orc control, before the orc wars were concluded. However, the orcs
allowed a shamanistic and druidic presence in Erinth Novan. These three groups are still the primary inhabitants of
the city, although many visit. Some believe that Erinth Novan grew out from the ground at the same time as the first
trees of Ebonrock, while others theorize spiritual involvement. Instead of paint, each room is coated with bark.
When one examines the buildings in Erinth Novan, one finds no separation between the foundation and the rest of
the construction. Each building has roots, growing deep down into the earth. The roofs are coated in leaves and
needles. Although not all of the buildings are grown from the ground, they are all constructed from natural materials.
Technology of any sort is rare in Erinth Novan.

Present Day:

City Structure:
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Tall buildings are uncommon here, as are technological conveniences and enhancements. The city isn’t
deliberately organized in the way of the larger planned cities. Instead, each building is simply used to the purpose
best suited to its unique shape and growth. The trees and buildings of Erinth Novan seem to huddle around the base
of a small hill. Like the other buildings of Erinth Novan, another building at the top of this hill appears to have
grown from the ground. However, it’s thoroughly blackened by the smoke continually pouring out from it. The
wood of the building has been both charred and hardened by the smoke coming from within. Many vents allow the
smoke out. Spirits always gather around the dome-shaped ‘Lodge’, as locals refer to it.

Governance:

Erinth Novan is largely self-governed. Although those of different faiths gather here, Erinth Novan is
widely respected as a holy place. Crime and violence are very rare. In times of need, those who sanctify Erinth
Novan contact their various groups for assistance. It’s not uncommon for shamans from Dra Dhahid to come in and
settle matters. Even rage orc tribes have been known to come to the assistance of Erinth Novan when a person
violates the prohibition against unsheathed weapons and violence. Still, these matters are usually resolved without
outside intervention. The small but effective city guard is generally sufficient. Even the small contingent of
Sovereign diplomats rarely need to intercede. Tensions between sovereign soldiers and the inhabitants of Erinth
Novan have recently settled somewhat, although memories of the disrespect from some to the city is still fresh.
Sovereign officials and soldiers are now briefed extensively before entering Erinth Novan, and punished harshly if
they fail to comply with that briefing. The fort of Raven’s Hill is contacted only when absolutely necessary.

Culture:

It is not permissible to kill using other lethal means such as strangulation or burning: violence of any sort is
banned. Those who require knives and other tools with the potential for weaponization within the city must use
something either not commonly classed as a weapon (most commonly sharpened stone) or a weapon that cannot be
either sheathed or unsheathed (for example, a scythe). Many visitors choose simply not to bring their weapons into
the city at all, and instead leave them with the city guard to be picked up upon departure. On nights without starlight,
when the clouds are too thick or the weather too disagreeable, the trees, buildings and all else made of wood fail to
glow. It’s traditional on those nights for those who live in the city to set candles on their windowsill, to mimic the
natural light.

Merchants/Services:
The Coals
The largest of the wooden buildings in Erinth Novan, this inn is run by a dryad named Shoshana. Bards often
perform here. Basic goods are available for purchase here, as well as inexpensive rooms.
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The Scabbard
This inn is just outside of Erinth Novan. The kazan owner, An’Yoli, claims that it was set up a respectful distance
away from the sacred city. Many disagree. It has a dangerous reputation. It’s said that the patrons of this inn save all
their irreverence for the rooms of the Scabbard, instead of letting it loose in Erinth Novan.

Gangs/Thieves Guilds:

It’s rare for gangs and guilds to thrive in Erinth Novan. The prohibition on unsheathing weapons is difficult
enough to navigate, while the phosphorescence of the city poses challenges for hiding in the shadows. Most
importantly, the culture of Erinth Novan leaves little room for the illegal and the questionable. If one incites
violence, they either are banished or killed. Still, the influence of nearby gangs and thieves guilds reaches the city.
Though the terrorist group OLM (The “Orcish Liberation” Movement) doesn’t attack Erinth Novan itself, as they do
Dra Dhahid, their ideology occasionally seeps in.
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The Eternal March
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The Eternal March
When individuals commit a severe crime that is not worthy of
final death, they are often sentenced to a period with the Eternal
March. This March takes place in the Eternal Road, and can last
for all eternity. Convicts do not age, as they march in penance
for a set period of years. For most, their spirits break long before
their sentence concludes. However, for reasons unknown, time
to time, the cloaked Wardens of the March will pull a convict
from the line and order him to complete a certain task in
Ebonrock. They are then released back into the world.
Completion of the task earns a reduction, if not an entire
computation of their sentence. Failure, often equals an eternity
of endless marching and suffering. Those released are branded
magically, marking them as such a criminal. The other effect of
the brand, such convicts can never communicate the nature of
their assigned task. The March is place of eternal torture and all Marchers want is to be free. (This location cannot
be a starting location for Mind Flayers, Flame Undead, or Ashen Liege)
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Fena-exfe Region
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Fena-exfe
History:
A city populated primarily by naga. It appeared in
Ebonrock around year 276 but official contact was not made
until around year 329 (after the First Great Dragon War) due to
the fact that the city was flying, bringing the first naga to the
land of Ebonrock.
Records reflect that when they first arrived, naga told
stories of horrible oppressors, stating that they were fleeing
from slavery and persecution in their homeland. By the magic
of their sorcerers, they were able to move their city and some
of its surrounding vibrant jungle to Ebonrock for their people’s
protection.
Present Day: Shaped like a crescent moon. Districts

are shaped like pieces of a pie except for the religious district

which is the center around which the other districts are located
and intersect. Buildings are often multi-storied and large, made
out of a hard yellowish stone from quarries which are no
longer there. New buildings, like the university, are made from expensively imported marble or sun-baked mud
bricks. 5 pyramids still stand. 2 in the religious district, 1 in the government district, 1 in the middle class, and 1 in
the lower class. A wall is built around the city as a protective border from the jungle on the eastern and southern
parts of the city. Structure and style is based on Mayan architecture. Travel between city and land is usually done
now by authorized flame gate or by short distance hover-craft.
Population
Currently, Fena-exfe is still mostly inhabited by naga but some other races have moved in during that time,
even if just to study at the University (Magic, gems, theology) established there and it has been fully integrated into
the Sovereign Assembly. Currently, about 60% of Fena-exfe is naga, 20% human, and 20% other races. It is
estimated that about 1250 naga currently live at Fena-exfe.
City Districts: The City itself is crescent shaped, with the religious district in the center, the military

district in a crescent around it, and the other districts in pie shaped wedges around the center formed by the religious
and military districts. Together, they form the crescent moon shape. Outside the city on the east side is the jungle.
On the far side of the jungle is the landing pad for the hovercrafts that come up from the Ebonrock mainland.
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(The general look and feel of Fena-exfe)
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Religious District: The center of the city in the shape of a circle. It is based around a large
pyramid which is closed to the public and under constant army guard. The district also contains a large muti-tiered
temple to the Eternal Flame which is crafted from mud bricks in an attempt at imitation of the pyramid style.
Uncharacteristically, the faith decided to build one large temple instead of several temples throughout the city. There
is also a large place of worship for the Church of Truth.
The second pyramid in the region is the home of those who work in the temples or choose to rent
space from them. It is a luxurious building and foreign travelers with money to spend often will rent a room in it.
About 10% of the city lives in this district. The Fifty First Treewalkers Army Unit stationed in a barracks here.
Armory/Barracks District: Forming a ring around the religious district, the district was built to allow the
military to quickly get into any district where their work is needed. Barracks are often two story brick buildings. No
pyramids exist in this district and the military is rather evenly spread out throughout.
Government District: Northern most reach of the city. It is owned by the rich and government

officials. There are more marble buildings in this district than anywhere else. A pyramid is built in this district which
houses government officials and supplies. It’s entrance is guarded by the army. Rich citizens and families live in two
to four story original stone buildings. The Council Hall of Elders is here and convenes in an ancient building. About
10% of the city lives in this district. The 89th Sunwalkers Army Unit guard this district.
Middle Class/Market District: Eastern section of the city. It is the market and craftsman district

which also houses middle class families, many either living in their shop or in the pyramid in their district. Few own
independent homes. The market itself is a mix of these two story buildings, most of old stone though some of new,
with store front signs on the street and, for the less wealthy, tables in the street selling wares, and occasionally stolen
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goods. Those with tables usually live in the new homes (cheaper), the pyramid in this district, or, if poorer, live in
the lower class district pyramid.
While the city sells a full range of goods imported from across Ebonrock, Fena-exfe’s primary
exports are the fruits from their jungle (a delicacy in Ebonrock), jewelry, crafted locks and mechanical parts, herbs
from the jungle, clothing and non-weapon/armor items suitable for enchantment, fancy clothing. Guild halls for the
various guilds in Ebonrock are found in this district. About 30% of the city lives in this district. The 3rd Crash Army
Unit guards this district.
Lower Class District: The largest section of the city consisting of the southern and south western

sections of the crescent shape. About 50% of the city lives in it. It consists of the average citizen laborers and the

poor. The district consists mostly of one story buildings and a pyramid. The poorest live in the pyramid while some
of the average laborers live in the one story houses. The Exemplars Hall for the city is in this district. The 18th
Legion Army Unit guard this district.
The Tombs: It is known that extensive tombs exist in winding mazes of caverns beneath some of
Fena-exfe. Many treasure hunters try their luck in them with (and some without) official sanction of the City’s
elders. It is unknown to most what treasures and secrets these tombs conceal. There is no Underdark to Fena-exfe.
However, some thieves attempt to make use of the tomb tunnels.
The Jungle: A treacherous jungle of exotic plants, animals, and heat. Even though the main road from the

hovercraft landing zone to the city is heavily patrolled by the city guard (non-army officials), the jungle remains

highly hostile and dangerous. Panthers and many other wild creatures live in the jungle. A large amount of herbs,
normal and special, are harvested from this jungle, making it a principal export of Fena-exfe. The Right-Claws and
Hunters’ Eyes City Guard units patrol the jungle.
Governance of Fena-exfe: A Council of Elders of naga families that date back to when the City arrived meet to

handle local affairs but their powers are mostly just for token ordinances and cultural affairs. Sovereign Assembly
Governance for non-local matters and army protection rule through the governor. The only City Guard is the jungle
guard to protect travelers and those who hunt and harvest in the jungle.
Clothing: Citizens of Fena-exfe dress in medieval era clothing. Most prefer robes. Regardless, color schemes often
are primarily bright and accented with white stripes or other patterns. Red, blue, and gold are common primary

colors. Beads and trim are common to even the poorest of citizens. Also, characters should wear a lot of jewelry and
are encouraged to have a person, event, or story associated with each piece of jewelry (see below).
Culture: The culture of the naga is as tangled and mangled as their past. Most of it seem forgotten by time. The

result with their integration with the Sovereign Assembly is a mix with an odd sort of identity. The city is kept in
relative order by the strict military. Crime occurs but usually involves crimes of violence and information instead of
theft of property. This is due to the surviving piece of culture that memories and identity is sacred. People symbolize
strong personal memories by the wearing of colored glass or jewelry for each event. Stories are still told that the
naga fled oppressors and the day of their arrival in Ebonrock is still celebrated as a holiday each year.
Many in the city, as a result, view religion with some suspicion. The Church of the Eternal Flame and Dragon
Priests have been working to change this view. Arcane magic and those who use it are honored in the city as
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valuable members of society. The old are also honored for their experience, with each of the five traditional families
electing someone in their elder years to sit on the Council of Elders. Lastly, as is natural to those who are being
ruled heavily, the naga more than other races and cities, often have a cold view of the government. While the
officials are treated respectfully, they are usually not loved or appreciated.
Its people, including non-naga who have adopted the custom, are fond of wearing a lot of jewelry. Rich or poor, it is
their custom to acquire and wear a new piece of jewelry (bracelet, necklace, earring, ring, ext.) even if just one of
cheap glass, for every close friend, lover, accomplishment, or momentous event in their lives they wish to
remember. It is said among their people that a person is nothing without their memories, so they should be kept
close at all times. Unlike in the rest of the Sovereign Assembly, theft of a worn piece of jewelry in the city limits can
be punished with death.

Prominent Families:
Ahluic Family: The family focuses heavily on the study of arcane magic. Most have the left crescent
insignia and seem to only take mates with it. They have a seat on the Council of Elders and live in the Middle Class
district.
Caprakan Family: The family is highly influential in the city guard. The family values honor and bravery

and is known for their martial prowess. Most have the down crescent insignia. They have a seat on the Council of
Elders and live in the Middle Class district.

Tecuith Family: A highly successful merchant family. They control the largest and most bounteous gem

mine in the jungle that came with the City. Many are successful jewelers and are interested in expanding their

influence throughout Ebonrock. To this end, many have left Fena-exfe to attempt to establish business connections
elsewhere. Most have up or right insignias. As a major economic player, even though they are not among the most
ancient, they have a seat on the Council of Elders and live in the Middle Class district.
Ixtab Family: A family of mages and scholars. They have a great interest in the study of enchantment and

runes. They also are known for their interests in archeology, the tombs, and gathering the history of Fena-exfe. They
are not one of the original 5 families that sit on the Council of Elders but have strong connections and favor with the
Sovereign Assembly. They are a mix of naga and human, the naga being mostly those of the left and right insignias.
They live in the Government district.
Xquic Family: The family focuses primarily on the jungle around the city. Members of the family learn

skills from scavenging, ranging, hunting, City Guard, mining, herbalism, and other skills of use in the jungle and in
the City. Bad luck seems to constantly rear its head to strike down ventures and interests of the family but it keeps
rising up, despite that to try the next sceme. Still, despite the generation, or newest plan, most always bring them
back to the jungle. They work often with the City Guard to advise of threats and help to provide safe passage to and
from the landing zone. They are the largest of the well-known families. They have all but the left crescent insignia in
their family. Due to their expertise in the jungle, and integration among many classes of the people, they have a seat
on the Council of Elders and live in the Lower Class district.
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Meztli Family: Innovators and architects the Meztli are responsible for all of the new building construction

in Fena-exfe as well as for building maintenance. They have business dealings with quarries around Ebonrock and
arrange for stone to be taken in by Flame gate. Most have the up crescent but some have the right and live in the
Middle Class district.
Tirnelwen Family: A family of naga that is known for its work in the government since coming to

Ebonrock. The family keeps a dignified presence in the community. The family members usually specialize as
warriors or rogues. They get their money though mercenary work, investments, and in training others. Her family
seem blessed with a longer than normal lifespan. Most have the down insignia. They have a seat on the Council of
Elders and live in the lower class district.

Military
5

Commander of Island Operations X4-Ranger Golem Forged (Male): Hard-ass, follows the book to the

letter.
4

Captain of Jaguar Half Battalion City Guard (2 Units) for Jungle Patrols: Constance: Elf (Female):

Rule-stickler but willing to bend when needed.
3

Lieutenant Abraxis (Naga (Down)) of City Guard Unit Right-Claw: Begrudging, does

what's needed
3

Lieutenant Nadar (Human dominant human-naga half) of City Guard Unit Hunters’ Eyes:

Cheerful
4

Captain Gerald (Dwarf) of Blazen Army Battalion (4 Units) for City Control: Gruff but fair.

Loyal.
4

Captain of Experimental Air Forces Sqwee (Reports to General of Special Task Forces in Grand Haven):

Innovator, Kazan (Male): High energy, dedicated, slightly ADHD.

Diplomatic:
6

Chamberlain (Governor) Bertrand Windmace: A dwarven warrior who sold the fruits of his adventures and

used the money to become a merchant. He then used the influence he gained as a merchant to gain position with the
government, eventually rising to the post of governor.
4

Chain Wizard Emelisse Cinderthorn, human, pyromancer. She is generally quiet but is rumored to

have a violent temper if crossed.
4

Lady Taionia Loraleth over Tomb Affairs: Elf. Often dressed in rich diplomatic robes, she can be

observed often conversing and working in the government pyramid. She seems to be friends with almost everyone in
the government.
4

Lord 64D-63 of the General Assembly for Naga Affairs: Golem Forged, Artificer, Shaman. Prides himself

on impartially representing the interests of the naga, despite being a golem forged. When asked, he claims that one
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step of removal allows him to give the best and most accurate form of representation. He splits his time between
Grand Haven, when the General Assembly is in session, and Fena-exfe.

Intelligence:
None are common knowledge.

Judicial:
6

High Justicar Elijah Ironglek, Cryomancer and Justicar. Dwarf.

The justicars and lawmasters themselves are not common knowledge.
University of Fena-exfe (Kurt)
Dean X of the University of Fena-exfe
Merchants/Services
Merchants (Building)
Zeltzin’s Religious Tomes and Supplies (Religious District)
Hospital (Middle Class District)
Inebriated Iguana Inn (Lower Class District)
Rotating Blade Tavern (Lower Class District): Many mercenaries go there to pick up the odd job,
gamble, drink, and tell stories. Routy place but known and respected by any who know the hiring game
Tipsy Tucan Tavern (Middle Class District)
Borhammer’s Weaponry (Lower Class District)
Vyth’s Clothing and Mercantile (Middle Class District)
Shined Sapphire: Jeweler, appraiser. (Middle Class District)
Merchants (Table)
Itotia: Naga fruit juice seller in the Religious district in the morning.
Hodge’s Gems: Dwarf, jeweler, table in middle class district.

Gangs/Thieves’ Guilds
The Service: The main thieves guild of Fena-exfe. It specializes in everything from thievery (not

jewels/gems) to spying, to forgery. They do not kill unless hired specifically for an assassination job but have been
known to turn down jobs that they feel are not worthy of death, though they do not tell the mark either. They do not
have a reputation for performing assassinations. The guild is hired usually when someone reaches out to a member
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and says, “I need to hire you for a service.” The guild is divided into sections. Each section member does not know
the names of those in the other sections, even in the rare occasion that they need to combine section talents for a job.

Red Miners: A despised organization in the City. They specialize in thievery, specifically the theft of
valuable gems and jewelry. They then smuggle them out of the city and resell them elsewhere in Ebonrock. They
don’t care for the significance of the gems to the owners and are perfectly willing to kill to remain uncaught. There
are next to no naga in the guild and they are universally feared as their willingness to kill is known.
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Maryon Region
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Maryon
Maryon is the home of the giants (humanoid individuals
about 9-15 ft tall) as well as people of other races. Giants generally
are a peaceful people and their land is lush and beautiful, though
dangerous to those of normal size. Many gigantic animals, unique
species, and magical mutations exist in the valleys, forests, and
swamp of this continent. After official contact was made many years
ago, an accord was established with Maryon and it became the
second territory of the Sovereign Assembly (though now the only
one). The land is established around the giants’ homes. Each giant
or giant family builds a home, and gathers willing people of other
races to live with them in it. A giant home could be many miles
away from the next nearest giant home. 16 of these giant homes
exist throughout Maryon. Maryon has since become a bread basket
for Ebonrock. A long land bridge connects Maryon with Phoenixton
but most people prefer traveling by ship because it is safer. The
Sovereign Assembly’s chief representative in Maryon is an
ambassador.
Much of Maryon is unexplored due to the potency of gigantic creatures.
Clothing
Citizens of Maryon dress in clean and bright medieval era clothing. They have two kinds of dress. Their
normal attire, or daily wear, are almost painfully simple and reflect the facts that the society has never used clothing
as a judge of social status and that most usually live a carefree and happy life. As such, clothing is designed after
what is comfortable and practical. Their other kind of attire is reserved for wear in The Heptagon and on special
occasions out of a sign of respect for the occasion. In these occasions they accessorize their daily wear with various
pelts, teeth, claws, other trophies from creatures hunted across Maryon, or even flowers.

Culture
The giants and other peoples living among them live in a simple barter based community. There are often
communal dinners and events. They honor the fierce warriors who keep them safe from the wild beasts of the area.
All are welcome as long as they cause no harm to others. Each stead generally has its own small farm with some sort
of crop or livestock they specialize in.
The council of the 7 original giant families elects the current Ambassador to the Sovereign Assembly. The
ambassador can come from any of the sixteen houses.
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The Giants of Maryon
The first seven houses of giants were:
House Bruag- Andor Bruag, head of the house, is the current Ambassador to the Sovereign Assembly. Their primary
production is cattle for beef and leather. They have a wife, Xenia and son, Bran. Andor is known for his level
headedness and wisdom.
House Rithor- Fremai Rithor is the head of her household and currently has no other family. She is the youngest of
the heads of the giant families and is known for being outspoken and creative. There is concern that she has not yet
chosen a mate to help continue her house. Her house’s primary crops are hay and wheat.
House Nylas- Lylae Nylas has a daughter, Riha. Her husband, Magnor, was killed while hunting a beast that was
terrorizing their farm a few years ago.They farm chickens for eggs and meat. She is also known as a healer for her
amazing herb garden of medicinal herbs.
House Xokos- Zemar Xokos runs a giant forge from his house, instead of a farm. He is a master blacksmith. He is
generally quiet and known for being gruff. He is to betrothed to Mella Ellith.
House Umir- Hothor Umir live with his partner Greal. His twin brother Hamur and their wife, Ulla, and daughter,
Alya, live in this house as well. They farm cows and goats for milk. Their fresh cheeses are known throughout the
realm.
House Freijr- Lilja Freijr and her husband Miktos are known for their fields of corn, oats, and potatoes. Her father
Odir was the previous ambassador and is often consulted with on important matters by the council.
House Eltha- Ajax Eltha is the head hunter of the giant’s. Their house specializes in training warriors and hunters to
protect them from the giant beasts that roam. Ajax is headstrong and has more desire to fight than most of the other
giants.
Additional Houses:
House Detvai- Andraj Detvai. Known for their fruit orchards, apples and oranges, specifically.
House Kubos- Genn Kubos. Known for their woodworking and craftsmanship. The live just outside the Maryon
Forest.
House Macto- Kira Macto. Known for their produce. They grow berries and vegetables in much variety.
House Fizus- Ogra Fizus. Known for their stone and clay working.
House Cesal- Harith Cesal. Known for their leatherworking and armor crafting.
House Jatkos- Tida Jaktos. Known for their cloth and rugs. They raise sheep, llama, and alpaca.
House Enai- Felis Enai. Known for their baking, they make breads, sweets, pies, cakes, etc.
House Ellith- Garreth Ellith. Known for their candies and chocolates. They grow cocoa and sugarcane.
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House Duna- Berryl Duna. Known for their rice and tobacco fields.
Monster Slayer Home
Monster Slayer Home is the home base of the Monster Slayers, trophy hunters dedicated to slaying massive
beasts to improve the way of life. Many parts of these powerful monsters can be used for any number of
advancements. These Slayers go into dense regions of these creatures and try to take more land for the races of
Maryon. Usually for profit.
Master Huntress Saturnia Everlocke runs the Monster Slayer Guild at this time. She is a feisty warrioress
and technomancer, about who it is said that she fears nothing. Her second in command is TM-407 “Crackshot”.
The Heptagon
The only city built to hold a gathering of many giants is the Heptagon. It is built to hold around 800
humanoids and 25 giants at a time. While only a few giants and about hundred humanoids live there normally, it is
the gathering place of Maryon. Every year a representative of each of the 7 original giant families sits on the Council
and passes new laws, hears grievances, and passes any necessary punishments. During the few week time the
council gathers The Heptagon is usually full of people from all over Maryon who observe the proceedings.
Also located in the Heptagon is the University of Maryon, where they specialize in Agricultural,
Environmental, Monstrological, or Zoological Sciences. The Headmaster there is Dean Ixion Rantbridge,who is
said to be a kind man though is known to expect nothing less than quality for and from his school. His brother
Perival runs the Sovereign Zoo in the Heartlands.
Maryon Forest
This is a dangerous place. The towering trees create excellent hiding places for some of the more agile
giant beasts and great birds. Most people never go near here, and those that do, stay mostly towards the edge the of
woods. The House of Kubos lives nearest the forest, they watch over it and make sure all who venture close know
the dangers within. There is talk that there may be a sect of those rebelling against the Assembly who have braved
the forest’s dangers and hide within its heart, though the giants do not believe this is true.
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The Million Forest Region
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Million Forest
Overview

The Million Forest is infinitely dense without any obvious edge once
you are inside of it. Features seem to repeat themselves and trails seem
to lead to nowhere, making navigation and orientation exceptionally
difficult. Countless untrained people have lost themselves in the depths
of the forest and never found their way out. There are two, possibly
three, sections to the Million Forest.

The Outer Forest is where people live in relative peace as most of the
difficulties in navigating the forest do not occur until you are in the Deep
Forest. Almost everyone that lives in the Million Forest live in this
section. Navigating this area by landmarks or directions alone is mildly
difficult but not a problem for residents or individuals skilled in the art.
Oddly, wildlife from all regions of the world are found in this section of
the forest; including wildlife that do not make sense living here like the
scorpions of the desert and the purple bears of the mountains.

The Deep Forest, the second layer, is another matter entirely. This area is said to be nigh impossible to navigate and
that dark and terrifying beasts and plants inhabit it. Some people have allegedly found ways of learning and
navigating through this terrain but most who try disappear into its depths before having the opportunity to make the
bragging claim often. The few that went in with ‘maps’ often report that they were scammed as the maps are next to
never accurate.

The final, rumored, section is the Heart of the Forest, said by those who believe in it to be impenetrable. The only
man who is rumored to have reached it is Gideon. Scholars dispute this however and logically point out that if he

was the only one, then who told the story? Still, despite scholars scoffing at the idea of a third section rumors still fly
that at the Heart of the Forest is said to be an impenetrable area of darkness, magic, and nature. Depending on which
of a hundred of the bardic stories you wish to listen to or believe.

Towns in the area

Broken BrookThis small town is on the edge of the forest next to a small stream that flows from the inside of the forest to
the town. It makes a small pond that is the main source of water in the area. There is several paths inside the town
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however no one follows the stream back to the source. If you ask the townsfolk they will all mention that following
the stream is a common practice among travelers. Most never make it out of the forest, those that do all speak of the
stream suddenly going missing despite them following it. One adventurer, a Naga that swam upstream, swam back
out 2 weeks later claiming he never changed direction and that this was impossible. He did not try again.

People of note
Mayor- Greenvine Rollingstone- Dryad- He has lived in the town longer than most can remember. He is a
happy sort and is content in life. Greenvine is always warning others of the dangers of the forest. He does not go
into details but will caution any that intend to enter that the forest that it is not for those looking for a casual
adventure.

Lieutenant- Meara Friloit- Human- Placed at the town to guard it she was a rising star in the military
however a Terrorist attack from the Flame gates, cost her everything as they kidnapped the noble that she was in
charge of protecting and held them for ransom. The noble was returned safely however she never held the status she
once had. She is bitter to the terrorists and bitter to the Sovereign Assembly for putting her out here.

Townsfolk- Mostly Dryads with some humans and one elf family. Those that live here do not have much
technology though some exists. For the most part those in the area are farmers and druids. There is a small group
that will go into the forest for supplies however they do live long and most will go missing in the forests within 5
years of starting their runs. Those that live past that mark will spend a lifetime being able to go inside. However all
will caution against going into the deep woods.

First Hedge-

Sleepy town that is half inside the forest. Unlike the Broken Brook this town has an abundance of technology. They
use it to keep the town well lit and they are considerably bigger. The town has a half circle wall that rests against
the forest keeping it away from the town. They keep the town clear of trees.

People of note
Mayor- Elyssia Rialist- Elf- Her family has been in the area longer than they can remember. She will often
state that her family was here before the forest grew. She is full of pride for her family and will often take the side
of an elf over another when she has the chance.

Lieutenant- Kristal Anthom- Elf - Her family has been the military lead in the area for 3 generations. She
holds deep respect for the forest but believes that like all things it will kneel before the Assembly should the
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Overlord declare it. She is fiercely loyal to the Assembly and had she wanted more from her life then to guard the
Forest edge could have become a Golden Rose. Her choice to stay behind was respected as her family has always
done what was needed without question. Should the Overlord call for her aid there is no doubt she would rise to the
call.

Townsfolk- Mostly elves and Dryad’s, there is a large amount of Dwarves that help mine the stone to
maintain the walls keeping the forests out. While they respect that if you go too deep inside the forest you might get
lost they also hold the tradition of where you are born in the town decides your future. If you are born past the forest
line inside where it was once then you will be able to go the forest and not be lost as easily. If you are born outside
the walled area then you are not allowed to enter the forest for you are most definitely going to be lost.
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Numanold
Rulebook Overview: One of the ancient cities of Ebonrock, Numanold is
known for its technological and scientific advancements over the years. It

earned the nickname the Ever Changing City, for the simple fact the city is
always growing, changing and innovating. It boasts perhaps the greatest
innovations and progress in the Sovereign lands. It is inhabited by all races,
though with the usual racial tensions, and is built both above, below, and in the
cliffside of a brilliant waterfall that joins a river and runs all the way to Skyfall.
The city is home of advances in technology that sometimes result in dangerous
results. Trains were invented here, as was the understanding of Aether. Winding
stone steps are cut into the cliffside from the surface level, up under the
waterfall, and up to the top of the cliff that offers a view of the entire city.
History:
Every invention has a place it was invented, for most of them, that place is
Numanold. Located at the top of a waterfall lies the place where technology
itself was born. Numanold has had an abundance of natural resources, and great minds to use them. As such, this
was the birthplace of the first firearm, and that led to the creation of Golem Forged, and finally, to the source of
travel for all of Ebonrock: the creation of The Train. Numanold is a place where innovative minds work together to
create greatness.
Culture:
Numanold has been a region with three types of people: Inventors who spent their time creating new technological
advancements or alchemical compounds. Merchants who make their living selling these technological creations and
finally, Workers, who spend their days working the railroad, or testing devices. As such, a person's life in Numanold
can be drastically different depending on where you are in society. Most of the work done in Numanold is done in
The Factories, each of them is run by a different conglomeration, each with a special license from the Sovereign

Assembly to operate. Each factory is a massive undertaking by proud inventors, however, it is common for the lower
class of Numanold to be workers in these massive enterprises. Nevertheless, everyone in Numanold knows the
basics of technology, alchemy, or toxicology, the wonders seen in Numanold are common place to the citizens there.
City Structure:
Numanold is located at the top of a waterfall that flows from an underground water source from atop of the Western
Cliffs, and has used that as a source of power for their city. Numanold appears as a technological utopia, with street
lights empowered by Aether, Clockworks delivering mail and messages around the city, massive firing ranges that
test out the latest and greatest guns, floating transportation around the city, and at the center, Grand Station, the

connecting point of all Trains in the world. Many come to Numanold to see the marvels of the trains that come and
go.
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Through Dwarven ingenuity, most of Numanold is underground. “The Sectors” are divided up into different areas:
Commerce, Defense, Entertainment, Living and Invention. The city streets below are policed by special Clockwork
guards, with only a minor contingent of city guard, created to serve as the Justicars’ eyes and ears. Underground is
kept temperature regulated by tech implants high above the sectors. Through the use of the Network anyone with the
skills can find what they are looking for.
The Network:
All mainframes are linked by The Network. It is the primary way for the rich or technologically proficient to
communicate, store information, or entertain themselves. The Network has a way for Artificers to “Jack-in”, to the
system and conduct meetings in a virtual space, this is very useful for some factories to get in contact, but also, some
of the most prolific thieves. Some have even taken to playing games on the virtual world. “Runners” as they are
called go into the Network to look for information or explore the system itself. Not much is known about the
Network, it appears to be a combination of magic and technology, as it was created by technomancers. The Network
has mainframe access points which span all over the world, but its Hub is in Numanold.
The Creation Pits:
In the Invention Sector lies the largest known area of Creation Pits. These Pits create Golem Forged, and are
constantly worked on each day to design enhancements for the Golems around Ebonrock. The Golem forged, O-003
“Designator” is responsible for the upkeep of the pits. Golem forged are only created once one has been confirmed
destroyed to keep their number balanced and consistent.
Modern Shamanism
Urbanist Shamans have taken to calling Numanold their home. Urban spirits are common place here if you know
where to look, many of the great Spirits patrol the Sectors, such as Master Locomotion, Clockwork Lady or Father
Handcannon.
Leadership in Skyfall:
Captain C-1 “Fitsroy”-  They are one of the most prolific Artificers alive today . They are the current head of the
Militaries Artificer Corp, and manages the Defense sector of Numanold. He has been known to recruit Artificers
into research and development for the SA.
Justicar Alicia Diamondheart- A former Criminal and Bounty Hunter who spent a great deal of their young life in

jail. She was one of the most feared Gunslingers to walk Ebonrock. Her old Gang, The Steam Jumpers were famous
train robbers, but she ended up finding the life of crime was not for her. Of all the Justicars she is one of the biggest
supporters of civilian freedom, occasionally forgiving crimes and looking the other way for the well being others.
However, if she is crossed, she is one of the best shots around. She has been specifically requested by Governor
Angrl to serve in his region.
Governor Angrl- A controversial Governor around the Sovereign Assembly, much of what he does is through The

Network and uses the Network as a grounds of running Numanold. He is always looking for new ways to innovate
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the system, and many have found his forced progress to be a deterrent to modern times. He spends much of his time
in the keep in Skyfall.
Master Agent Kazmir- head of Network Data for the Sovereign Assembly. Intelligence branch.
Merchants and Factories:
Note: there are more Factories than listed here.
Sing Sang Corporation- The entertainment factory of Numanold, they use the network to make wild dreams come
true. Specializing in matters of jacking in safely to the Network, and creating “Dream destinations”

Red Smoke Corporation- if there was ever an expert in firearms in the world, it is Red Smoke. They specialize in the
best weapons money can buy, they have multiple Sovereign contracts to supply them with the latest and greatest.

Conductor Academy- The Conductors of the Sovereign Assembly each go through the Conductor Academy to one

day pilot their own train. It is a hard line of work, and a conductor must be ready for all the perils that come for them
Cog Corporation- Those who want Clockworks, should look no further that Cog corporation. They rent out

Clockworks custom made for a specific task, called “Cog Bots”, from cleaning, cooking, training or so much more.
They find a lot of work for the local Bounty office, who hire “Cog Bots” made for searching out criminals.
Mr. Alfred Whitehall- This gunsmith is not particularly well known in Numanold. His tech store is neither the
cheapest, nor the best rated. However, he seems to be woven into many strange connections across the region.

Silver Heights Corporation - A corporation specializing in constructing buildings and other public works. Silver

Heights is primarily called in by wealthy citizens of other religions to instal amazing Tech upgrades to their homes.
Gangs/Thieves Guilds:
The Mainframe Bandits: A group of thieves that uses technology, innovations, and occasionally even

black powder to perform heists. They are extremely technologically proficient, sometimes imploying constructs, and
have members that can hack highly secure mainframes and break into The Network. They are the only known
criminal organization who have stolen information from a government mainframe on The Network. They often
auction information to the highest bidder on the black market. Their main service is in information, either digital,

gossip, or from spying. They will plant or retrieve information. They do not deal in any other types of crime and are
willing to go to any city in Ebonrock to work. They attract many of the criminal element that are also
technologically brilliant. They have a chapter in Numanold that specializes in robbing from the Network.
Steam Jumpers- Train Heisters. The Steam Jumpers are out for big scores, and big risks. They make their

criminal life hijacking trains and seizing the goods on board. Some of them are illegal Technomancers able to jack
in to the train to steer it off course. They are well armed, and almost suicidal individuals, using Black Powder and
the threats of blowing the whole train up to give them a feared name in the world. There is a 1 gold bounty for the
head of the Steam Jumpers.
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Skyfall
Overview in Rulebook: A keep and village that was built for one
purpose, the mining of luxury metals. It is unsure why such large veins
of both gold and silver were found so close together. Some say that in
ancient times a meteor fell from the sky, bringing with it the precious
metal as a gift from the Flame. What is known however, is that the mine
is probably the deepest in the Sovereign Assembly, passing straight
through the Underdark and continuing deeper with no sign that Skyfall
is running out of either metal. The keep itself is an architectural marvel
boasting 3 towers and two sets of tiered walls, making it a formidable
fortress. The governor stays here often. Skyfall hosts The Alchemist’s
Guild, its members often selling their coveted wares in the Wayfinder’s
Market or to the Sovereign Assembly directly.
History
From the sky first came the Meteor and when it struck, the land around
the waterfall changed. The impact was said to be imbued with the power
of the Eternal Flame itself, as such, new strange materials began to
appear from the impact site and the surrounding areas. Once this was
discovered, it became a site for craftsmen of all kinds to come to Skyfall
to learn and perfect their respective crafts. As time would come, it would be the host of the largest home of alchemy
in the world. The mines of Skyfall keep bringing in many miners, and the gardens are tended by some of the most
proficient herbalists in the known world. Skyfall Keep is built to be defended, as the best make the world better. The
keep often hosts the governor of Numanold, Angrl.
The City of the Meteor
At the center of Skyfall Keep is “The Crater”, the site where the Meteor hit all of those years ago (a time before
people can remember). The actual pieces of the Meteor lie within the Restricted Wing of the Alchemist’s Guild, kept
under guard as many of the grandmaster alchemists study its contents for the secrets it might hold. It is the dream
and ambition of many to earn the privilege to study the Meteor and run experiments on its shards. To this day, it is
still unknown where this piece came from, but the Assembly invests a great deal of coin into its\continued research.
Alchemist’s Guild:
Standing tall and proud, is the Alchemist’s Guild of Ebonrock. This is where the most prolific alchemists study and
perfect their craft. They view alchemy as a way to truly understand the materials of the world at large, and perform
experiments to create new concoctions that can change the way people see the world. The guild provides them with
the most rare ingredients, and with it they have spent their hours tinkering away to make something great. Notable
works from the guild include: True Healers Salve, able to allow a medic to purge even the most deadly wounds; the
Potion of Heroism, able to boost your strength through your soul itself; and the Elixir of Life, able to make the dead
come back into the world if used fast enough.
The Guild is responsible for giving out licenses to practice alchemy (with the permission of the Assembly), but
membership in the Guild is an honor among those of the craft and must be earned. Earning your membership
requires you to present a concoction, or defensible theory of alchemy itself to be able to obtain entrance. Once an
initiate has earned their place among the guild, they must rise through the ranks and keep their membership intact.
Many travel the world searching for ingredients and knowledge before returning to the Guild to work with their
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crafts and peers. The ranks in the guild are as follows: Guildsman of the 1st, Guildsman of the 2nd, Guildsman of
the 3rd, Master Guildsman, Grandmaster Guildsman. (Note; Guildsman is usually replaced with your craft title: ex.
Alchemist of the 1st, Toxicologist of the 1st, Geneticist of the 1st)
Despite its name, the Alchemists Guild is actually three branches of study. Alchemy, Toxicology, and Genetics.
Toxicology has gain a lot of traction when dealing with the monsters that dwell in the foothills, in caves from the
Cliff, and to battle great beasts in Maryon. Genetics is the hardest field to gain certification in, as it is a dangerous
craft. Geneticists of the Guild work together to test their GNPs safely and ethically.
The Guild is led by: Guild Master Valeran Rothspine, an expert in all three fields that the guild specializes in.
The Guild is known to put out contracts to well known explorers of the world; scavengers and trackers to obtain the
components they are looking for. Their rates are usually competitive if not higher than market value.
The Genetic Council of Experimentation and Ethics:
Genetics has a code, part of that code is experimenting ethically. Using a GMP on a sentient race, without
permission, experimenting on sentient races, unethically mutating a group, or creating weapons through genetics are
all considered crimes against nature. To combat this, The Genetic Council was formed. This group is responsible for
issuing licenses to practice genetics, and responsible for the hunting and destruction of decenter geneticists;
individuals who use their knowledge of DNA to combat mutations. Currently the Council consists of:
Lawmaster Ivar Polikov- responsible for issuing legal warrants against decenter geneticists, a geneticist himself
Chief Grandmaster Geneticist Vikor Venbreak, head of the Guild of Geneticists within the Alchemists Guild
Grandmaster Geneticist Sasha Steelheart
Grandmaster Geneticist Ahol Poluet
Grandmaster Geneticist Ophelia Blackraven
The Philosopher's Stone:
Legends tell of a alchemical relic so powerful that it can break down matter itself and reforge it to whatever is
needed, that it had the power to create components from nothing, and enhance any potion it touches. This relic is
known as the Philosopher's Stone. Many alchemists of the Guild have made it their mission to search for this
powerful relic, but none have succeeded.
The Mines and the Gardens:
In Skyfall odd metals and herbs have been discovered. As such many have taken up the very lucrative profession of
mining or herbalism. The mines of Skyfall are a sight to behold, they seem to go on for miles with no end in sight,
constantly new strange minerals are pulled from these mines, and find their home in the Alchemists Guild of
Skyfall. The mines are inside the Keep and rumored to be where the Meteor struck.
The Gardens were made to support the creation of new potions and elixirs. Herbalists from all over the world sell
their rare plants to the Gardens, which is now one of the premiere spots for herbs, although, those who can pick and
study them are carefully chosen.
Creatures of Magical Resistance:
For some reasons Skyfall and the area surrounding it are full of creatures with innate resistances to magic itself. It is
unknown how this came to be, but members of the Genetics Guild have found that their DNA has naturally evolved
to shrug off even the most potent magical effects. As such, it is no surprise those of Numinald advanced so far into
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technology and alchemy. It is not uncommon for settlers in Skyfall to carry around special potent poisons to use on
the beasts that dwell outside, with the proper licensing, of course.
The Flame’s Festival and the Cathedral of Fire
Many believers in the Eternal Flame contribute the crashing of the Meteor to the Eternal Flame, as it gave odd
powers of creation to the area. As such one of the largest Cathedrals of Fire have been built up in Skyfall Keep.
Many Followers of the Flame visit the Cathedral each year for the Flame’s Festival, where all are welcome to
gather around pyres burning around the keep and sit to tell stories of the world, share food and drink, as well as
much dancing and celebrating. The Flames Festival is one of the high points of the year for Ebonrock itself, and on
that day the city finds an influx of fun and community. The Alchemists Guild even uses their “Fireworks” they
invented to light up the skies.
Underdark Entrance
Carefully guarded by the Sovereign Assembly’s Military within the Keep lies an entrance to the Underdark. When it
was discovered the Assembly, the Purifiers, and the Exemplars all banded together to contain the entrance. Many
raids were sent down in the Underdark to clear out the tunnels and eventually they succeeded. Purifiers from the
Cathedral of Fire along with Elite Sovereign Guard maintain the entrance and keep it safe. Through the clever
devices of Numinold and the alchemical prowess of the guild, they have contained the threat. It is one of the few
publicly known about entrances.
Disciples of Truth
Just outside of Skyfall Keep, lies one of the largest and most well known Bastions of Truth. The Disciples of Truth
have taken great interest in Skyfall and Numinald and have invested much into its community. Constantly working
with members of the communities. Their local leader is Ophelia Blackraven.
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The Wayfinder’s Market
(Not a Starting Location)

Overview in Rulebook: A buyer’s paradise, a packrat’s dream, a pickpocket's playground; the Wayfinder’s

Market is the largest market in Ebonrock. Five days a week, every vendor (who pays the fee) sets up his stall in the
great bazar. Endless rows of vendors selling wares from herbs, to books, to weapons, to glass sculptures. One is
never sure what you will find and who you will run into among the many makeshift streets and rows. Then at night,
shoppers can sample and partake of the hospitality of the Watering Hole, a keep turned inn and also occupied by
Lord Veryll Pade charged with keeping order to The Market, or make their way to Skyfall or Numanold. The Market
also hosts the head office of The Merchant’s Guild which is responsible for merchant licenses and to monitor trade
throughout Ebonrock.

The Merchant’s Guild Sigil
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Phoenixton Region
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Drasius

Among the Jaguar Spots the largest island, and especially the most
influential, is Drasius. The island city is known around Ebonrock for
its peculiar heritage and traditions concerning the undead. When
their family members die, if they were honorable in life, most
families reanimate them as undead so that they can continue to be
with their families. The greatest families of Drasius are even
rumored to be able to reanimate deceased family and have them
retain some of their personality and memories. The undead are
treated with honor and respect as one would respect any ancestors.
The Sovereign Assembly has condoned the practice as long as the
undead never leave Drasius and are registered when animated.
Drasius is also known for its production of ships and for the
harvesting of the spice cinnamon from trees native only to Drasius, a
delicacy among the elite of Ebonrock.
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Griffin’s Roost
Section in Rulebook:
A large village on the main road. Connects trade from The Valley to
Phoenixton. The Griffin’s Roost Inn, for which the village built
around it at a later date was later named, is famous for their
technological bar (can brew an ale uniquely crafted to a person’s
tastes), auto-adjusting mattresses, courtesans, and expensive bills of
fare. Legend has it that the life sized statue of a Griffin in the center of
town will come to life and eat those who do mischief at night, though
if there is any validity to this legend, none has lived to speak of it.

History and Construction:
Griffin’s Roost began simply as a roadside inn. The inn
made a name for itself by not only being conveniently placed along
the crossing point for the river, but also for the fun technological
additions that it made. It was the first inn to make staying there an
entertaining experience. As its popularity grew and travel along the
route increased, more merchants began building shops and homes by
the inn. Before people knew it, but basically by accident, a town was officially named and incorporated into the
Sovereign Assembly in the year 587. To mark the occasion if its naming, a grand fountain of a griffin was built in
the park in the village center and blessed by each of the faiths and Overlord Xhaiden himself.
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The famous griffin sculpture by the fountain in the park.

Culture
To this day, Griffin’s Roost remains a merchant village. The Merchant’s Guild uses it in their trade routes
and therefore trade goods from all over Ebonrock pass through it. Outside of the inn itself, funds taken in by the
local Merchant’s Guild for licenses, and money thrown into the fountain for good luck, the primary economic
revenue of the village comes from its export of medical supplies, chocolate and beneficial potions. People in
Griffin’s Roost always are busy though there is a remarkably low amount of basic laborer civilians in town. Instead,
most people stay inside working their trades during the day, before heading out in the early evening to mingle in the
park, swim in the river, or drink at the inn.
Every year a craftsman from the town volunteers to help the children build a project in his or her profession
(jewelry, stonemasonry, gardening, ext). The project is worked on by the town’s children one day a week under the
supervision of the volunteer. At the end of the year there is a large revealing party in which the children reveal to the
town the gift that they made. These creations are placed all over the village with a plaque marking the year of the
completion and the name of the volunteer that led the children that year.

Governance
As the Governor of Phoenixton Captain Ancil Sharpmaul, of the Bronze Dragon Warship is in charge of

the governance of Griffin’s Roost. He is well-respected and liked by the people though rarely is present in town.
While there is rarely a dispute, if one comes up which is not significant enough to warrant Ancil Sharpmaul’s
attention, the dispute is usually settled by each side explaining the dispute to fellow townsmen in The Griffin’s

Roost Inn. Fellow villagers then offer their opinion and try to mediate a solution, if that fails, people usually abide
by the judgment of the Inn’s owner, Lemrick Appleton.

Merchants
Griffin’s Roost Inn: The famous inn is run by Lemrick Appleton, a human technomancer. He is known for
his kindness, jolly disposition, and his enjoyment of practical jokes. He is well respected in town and serves as an
unofficial mayor should the need arise and the governor is not present.
At least one of each kind of professional besides genetics and toxicology can be easily found in The
Griffin’s Roost.

Gangs/Thieves Guilds
The Shattered Bell: A newly arisen symbol in the area in the last year is a cracked or shattered bell. It

appears at the scene of break-ins, murders, and fires. Its use and size is not consistent to the point where people do
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not know if the group is a thieves’ guild, a terrorist organization, or just multiple unassociated individuals who are
copying a trend started by one man. Targets sometimes are affiliated with the government or provide services to the
government, and other times are not. There is an outstanding bounty for any who can provide information pertaining
to the use of The Shattered Bell or can capture anyone who has used it. To the public’s knowledge, no one has ever
been arrested for a crime where a Shattered Bell was left at the scene.
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The Hearth Settlement and Ruins
Overview In Rulebook
Destroyed by an extremely powerful earthquake and tremor that only effected the original City of Hearth.
Used to be famous for its hot springs and University dedicated to sailing, navigation, and hydromamcy. It was a
famous destination for rich people. Now is a monster filled ruin. 6 years ago a brave group of settlers, funded by the
Sovereign Assembly, has established another settlement, Hearth, an uncomfortably close distance to the original
Hearth, to take advantage of a lesser hot spring found. While still a less economically sound village, they are
encouraging artificers and soldiers to settle here with monetary incentives.
History and Construction:
The City of Hearth was built in the Age of Darkness around a cluster of caves which contained natural hot
springs said to be beneficial for one’s health. According to archeologists, many of the caves were turned into
commercial spa or bath establishments that offered various amenities from a library to forms of entertainment. The
coastal city benefited greatly from the tourism that the hot springs generated, growing to a economically lucrative
and, under the Sovereign Assembly, a racially diverse city. From what can be pieced together, besides tourism and
its university, The Hearth was famous for its alchemical creations and mineral exports said to be unique to the
region. Over two hundred years ago, a devastating earthquake and tremor destroyed the City of Hearth. The
earthquakes released terrible entities from the bowels of earth that still inhabit the city making its exploration,
usually, fatally dangerous. To this day, adventurers traveling uncomfortably close to the ruins still feel tremors in the
ground ripple through the city. Everyone that is known to have attempted to go into the ruins have not returned.
Perhaps it was the legend of the alchemical wonders Hearth produced, perhaps it was the discovery of a hot
spring in a cave further north by a random traveler, but whatever the reason, six years ago a group of humans with
some wealth petitioned the Sovereign Assembly for permission to establish a settlement close to the original City of
Hearth. After some debate in the Council of Governors permission was granted and government funds allocated to
the purpose with the condition that the settlement must establish itself, with that funding, to be a stable village in ten
years time. Only after proving that it is able to sustain itself and be beneficial to the Assembly during that ten year
time will the Assembly provide full military and judicial protection to the village and roads leading to and from the
village.

Village Structure/Layout
The village, populated by about 100 people, is constructed flush to the cliffs by the coastline with the caves.
A twenty foot stone wall surrounds the other 75% of the city with two wooden gates that are open during the day but
lock at night. Inside the fortification are around thirty buildings built primarily of wood from the Million Forest and
stone from the cliffside. A staircase has been cut into the cliff wall from the top of the cliff to the hot spring cave
which is in the process of being turned into a commercial area owned by many families in the village. A town hall is
situated in the center of town where all official business is carried out. A few farmsteads are built outside the
protection of the stone walls.
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Governance of The Hearth:
Official governance of The Hearth falls to the governor of Phoenixton. However in practice the governor
has yet to exert much control over the Hearth. Instead, day to day matters are run by the governor appointed mayor,
Lady Gabriel Tailor. Lady Tailor knows every citizen by name and keeps out of most of their business affairs. Her
main interest seems to be training the small city guard and keeping the walls patrolled. Outside of the usual laws of
the Sovereign Assembly she has outlawed anyone, whether a citizen of Hearth or not, traveling into the Ruins of
Hearth without license from her personally. She handles all other licensing in the village as well. Overall, she is
respected and well-liked. She does not yet have a chain wizard but rumor is that she has requested one for the area.
Based on the size of the village however it is expected that her request will be denied.
Culture:
The Hearth is a community where everyone knows everybody. It is primarily human, but a few of other
races have moved in since the settlement was established. The Hearth is still trying to actively recruit soldiers for the
city guard and artificers. Unlike other places in Ebonrock, money is rarely exchanged between fellow citizens,
instead a bartering system has been developed to insure the survival of the community. The village still accepts
money for services but most rarely carry any on them. In general, the town consists of highly motivated and daring
workers. It is commonly accepted that the area is dangerous, both for its proximity to the Ruins of the Hearth as well
as the Million Forest. Each person there was either highly motivated by potential to succeed economically or was
leaving some past life behind or both.

The Hot Spring Cave Pre-Developed
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Prominent Families:
The Bridlebright Family: One of the primary private funders of the village, Morice Bridlebright was the

group’s spokesperson to the Counsel of Governor’s when they convinced them to allow the settlement. The family is
deeply involved with the renovation of the hot spring cave and is well liked in the community. They have a
reputation for being general merchants and have sold lots of their wares to the village, via government funding,
supposedly as an “investment.” Their peers in other cities call them reckless dreamers.
The Tailor Family: See above. Lady Gabriel Tailor is married and lives with her husband Lord Larrick.

Larrick’s title is honorary through his marriage to Lady Gabriel Tailor.
Merchants/Services
Merchants (Building)

The Worker’s Repast Inn: A small inn in the center of town that boards travelers and merchants.

It is the gathering place of many in the town after the day’s labors. It is owned and ran by Jason Gillard.

Heated Salts and Shipping: An alchemists shop and business focused primarily on mining and

experimenting with various types of rock from around the hot spring in an attempt to reclaim the fabled glory of the
original alchemists of Hearth. Thus far they have made disappointing progress but stay open selling generic
alchemical goods. They are supposedly looking for alchemists and miners for hire.
Gangs/Thieves Guilds
While there is an occasional crime, no thieves guild has established itself yet. There simply just is not
enough of value in the village yet to make the crime worth it. In addition, the small nature of the town makes
outsiders instantly obvious and the ability to get away with crime more difficult.
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The Jaguar Spots
Around 70 small Islands up and down the coast, some inhabited, around
shallow waters, between Phoenixton and Maryon. Some are home to
hermits, some to wealthy families, some to Sovereign Centers for
experimentation, some to tiny communities, and others to pirates. While
ships bearing the Sovereign flag occasionally patrol the waters (and are
usually left alone) most security is done by privateers with letters of
marque and sometimes bounty hunters. But the Jaguar Spots have no
unified organization and only loose government oversight, due to the large
number of islands, despite officially being a part of the Phoenixton
Region.

Note: Players who wish to start from the Jaguar Spots are encouraged to
propose a make-up of whatever you want for the island you are from. Staff
will consider it and get back to you, but you have a lot of flexibility as
long as it makes sense in the world.
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Sherryton
History and Construction:
The coastal City of Sherryton has served as the capital for Phenioxton for as
long as the world could remember. What started off as a place for sea trade
became a home for the seafaring and the adventurous. The founder of the
city was Montigo Sherryton, the Captain of the illustrious vessel, The
Rising Phoenix. He started up a great colony relying on the ocean, where
sailors of all kinds can come together and park their ships, while rallying
together against the Leviathans of the ocean to complete their trade routes
and expeditions. The ocean was a harsh place, but the residents of
Sherryton taught their children to respect the ocean. All citizens of
Sherryton are told to earn their own keep on the ocean, soon it was home to
only the best of the best who braved the ocean.
Considering the small size of Sherryton and the large coast much of the city
is literally on boats, each ship forms the city on the water connected by
bridges. These ships are houses, shops, or anything they need to be. The
Docks became a meeting point of various bars on lands for visitors or for
fun. When the onset of technology came so did the “Self Cleaners;” Innovators created ways for the Docks to be
cleaned using a system of filtration, automated clockworks and the tide itself to clean off Sherryton each night, a
much needed chore.
Culture
After the Edict of the Sea, sinking all Leviathans underneath the ocean, the seas became much safer. The city is still
structured around the idea of sailing and earning your keep. The people of Sherryton are a fun loving sort, always
willing to share a good story, participate in a good fight, or find some good love. They are a free spirited people who
love their sails, and going out on the ocean. The city is structured so the Phoenix’s Rise, is at the center of these

hardy people. It is common to see fisherman for one of the larger ships, innovators improving the technology of
sailing, bards telling stories, or members of the Navy. Many times a family head is called a “Captain” of one of their
ships.
The Voyage:
When a child comes of age, 13, in Sherryton they partake in what is called, The Voyage. The children take their own
boats out to search around the Jaguar Spots, or the world at large to “discover something great”. The people of
Sherryton consider themselves part of a Fleet, a Fleet that stands together. Children work together on one boat to
bring something back, sometimes it is an object, sometimes a lesson, and sometimes it is a story. Once the Voyage is
completed they are given the right to “dock” in Sherryton for good.
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The Stardust Navy:
Just to the North of Sherryton is the Stardust Naval Base. Currently, it is run by the Governor of Phenixton, Captain
Ancil Sharpmaul, of the Bronze Dragon Warship. An Orc beloved by the people due to his prowess in the ocean.
Due to his efforts defeating one of the Dread Pirates, he is currently receiving a promotion to the Order of the
Golden Rose, being the first Orc to do so.
Wanderlust:
The people of Sherryton constantly ship off to do business on the ocean. Many are traders, or adventurers, or even
Bounty Hunters seeking pirates to bring in. One of the largest Bounty Offices is hosted in Sherryton, where Bounty
Hunters can receive information on who has been breaking the law. All members of Sherryton at least have a desire
to explore.
Stories:
Stories are one of the most important parts of being a member of Sherryton. It is part of the culture to learn about the
cultures of the world, and share them with the Fleet. As such, many Shaman of the Volksingir tradition come to
listen to the Spirits of the Ocean and share their stories.
Funeral Rights
When a citizen of Phenioxton dies, it is customary to take their body, lay it upon a raft, and let it out into the sea.
The funeral usually consists of sharing stories of the sailors life, having a drink in their honor, and then partying on
ocean.
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Gangs/Thieves Guilds
Dockside Gangs:
There are several, dock side gangs. The two largest being The Bloody Anchors (Red) and the Waves (Blue). These
gangs are responsible for moving illegal goods, and smuggling on the ocean. Many expert smugglers of contraband
have found a great amount of work from these two organizations, but they never d eal in piracy.
Pirates:
In Sherryton your ship, is your life, as such, nothing is hated more than a pirate. Pirates patrol the ocean seeking to
hijack ships, especially those from Sherryton. Piracy is hated in the city, and any crime of piracy brought before a
Lawmaster or Justicar is dealt with swiftly and harshly.
Sovereign Privateers:
A legal Government operation run by High Justicar Pinar Valeran the Captain of the Iron Scroll, a massive
warship tasked with the destruction and swift judgement of piracy on the ocean. He enlists many members of
Sherryton to be Sovereign Privateers to catch pirates and judge them sharply on the sea.
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Village of Red Hollow
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Red Hollow
Red Hollow is the result of a government official's error,
making it the only privately owned land in the Sovereign
Assembly. The story goes that a Sovereign Treasurer, Gideon,
once had a gambling problem and got in debt with a family of
Kazan, the Chinthat. They wrote a contract and struck a deal to
absolve his debts in return for all of his assets. Since Red Hollow
was under his governance at the time, the contract, which he later
found to be a magical, witch-made one, included Red Hollow.
After lawmakers and mages examined it, it was honored and the
Chinthat family began their governance of Red Hollow, turning it
into a merchant city state. Sovereign officials and troops are
seldom seen in the village. As a result, Red Hollow has become a
sanctuary to those who dislike Sovereign politics, a luxury place
for the wealthy to retire to, an enticement to adventurers wishing to
visit one or many of its unique casinos (banned elsewhere in
Ebonrock), and a place for others to work in mines.
Memphis Chinthat is the Overseer of Red Hollow. While not specifically known for owning any
establishment in the city, his pockets are deep and his fingers are even deeper, intertwined around the pulse of the
city. They say nothing goes on there without him knowing, and that it can be dangerous to speak ill of him in public.
Culture
Red Hollow is a city of stark dichotomy. The rich live and spend lavishly throughout the center of the city.
Their lives are leisurous and luxurious. Money can get you almost anything your heart can desire. While the poor
who live in shanty towns on the outskirts scrape away at meager, backbreaking living in the mines. The poor are
looked down upon and are expected to keep out of sight. There are nightly celebrations and huge parties throughout
the city. The casinos are constantly competing with who can put on the grandest show and the competition is
cutthroat.
Clothing
The wealthy and prominent wear bright colors and flashy styles. Those with enough money for guards are
also often bedecked in jewels and precious metals in the most opulent and ornate designs. The height of fashion
exists and thrives here, from massive elegant gowns, to the most technologically advanced designs.
The lower class generally wear basic linen clothing in muted or dark colors.
Layout
The city has several districts. The most populated being the crafters and merchants quarter where you can
buy almost anything your heart desires...for a price. Renowned technomancer and fashionista Rubia Alexandria is
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known for their shop, Ruby’s, which only sells most advanced and expensive fashion that they design. The
renowned jeweler, Ambrosius Valentine, also has his establishment, Spark, within the area. It is said that his gems
are used to decorate the Overlord’s masks.
The largest district by size is the entertainment district. The towering casinos are marvels of magic and
technology. There are theaters where plays and concerts are held every evening. The Aether Star is the largest name
in entertainment, run by the charismatic and charming socialite, Ameli Zenith, a cousin of the Chinthat family.
There are rumours her private face is much crueler than the sweet persona she shows to the public.
Her biggest competition is Exavier, just Exavier. A naga bard that started from nothing and has built a
small business empire within the city. He owns the Crystal Ziggurat Casino, The Emerald Basilisk Theatre, and
Saasil, a spa for the wealthy and famous, with simulated hot springs. He is a notable don juan and consummate
performer. He lives for the applause and praise of his adoring public.
The Third Largest Casino is the Mind’s Eye, run by the Mind Flayer, Karcosa, his Casino is known for

mental games of chance and competition, great entertainment that exists in the head, and very fair odds. Many Mind
Flayers find work here, and it is very popular among individuals.
Underground
Where such wealth and scarcity meet, there is bound to be trouble. On the borders between the outskirts
and main portion of the city there are dark alleyways where suspicious figures skulk. There is a hub of illegal
identification papers and permits, no one knows who runs it, though they have been referred to as Renegade.
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The Scorched Desert Region
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The Scorched Desert
History and Construction:
The people call themselves “The Scorched” for a reason; life is difficult
and it takes a person who has lived in the barren wasteland the truly
understand that. The land exists as what it is due to the proximity of the
Shadowlands, it was said the taint of the Shadowlands spread to the land
that is now called the Scorched Desert, and removed all essence of life or
growth from it. Legends were told of brave champions who fended off the
land from the Shadowlands have become part of the culture.
Settlements have sprung up all over the harsh lands of the Desert, and the
Scorched took to them. Throughout history the Sovereign Assembly and
the Scorched Desert have always had a strange relationship, in fact, the
Assembly has offered more freedoms to the Desert due to their desire to
defend the world from the Shadowlands. The desert itself, contains
monstrous abominations created from the odd magics that pollute it.
Scholars have been trying to discover the source of this odd magic for
years.
Most of the Desert are followers of the Eternal Flame as one of the Great
Citadels of Fire exists within.
City Structure/Layout
The Wall
“The Crown Jewel” of the Desert is not the bustling city of Oasis, but rather the protected Wall of the Desert. Many
citizens of the Desert make it part of their ideology to upkeep the Wall. When a child reaches adulthood it is
customary for them to become a member of the Wall. The Commander of the Wall is currently, Ibin Al Shad, and
he runs a tight shift to those keeping the land safe. The Wall was created many years ago, during the first Incursion
of Shadow, where the Devils and monsters of the Shadowlands marched upon the mainland. Around the Wall are
the Settlements, where the soldiers of the Wall live and take shifts to keep themselves safe. There are many secret
techniques those of the Wall implore, but it is said that those of Scorched Blood shall wield great weapons to defeat
those who will come.
The other goal is to guard, The Sandstorm, the area where Ashen Lieges and Ashen Lords dwell. There is
great hatred for the Ashen, as they are viewed as the monsters of the Desert.
The Wall opens up for only a few reasons, the first is to send missions into the Shadowlands to gain more
ground for the world, the second is to allow Hunters of the Dawn, to travel and sign their contract within the
Shadowlands, and third is to vet mortals coming from the Shadowlands.
Part of the Wall’s purposes is to save individuals who have grown up in the desolate Shadowlands. Those
who can make their way to the Wall who have lived within the Shadow are tested by those at the Wall. Many Devils
try to sneak in this way, as do other aberrations from within, but it is also to make sure each individual coming
through is not fully corrupted by the taint. Everyone born in the Shadowlands are Abominations, and they must be
vetted to see if their taint can be contained, after all, the taint of the Shadowlands can spread. As such racism
towards Abominations is rampant in the Scorched Desert.
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The Wall is not static to one location, those soldiers of the Wall patrol around the Desert to make sure it is
kept safe from threats. The Wall is their home base but detachments exist everywhere. One caveat of the Wall is that
only S
 corched may serve on it and the Sovereign Assembly honors this, nevertheless, the Assembly supports the
actions of the Wall, sending funding and training to those who serve. In addition, one Regiment is placed at the Wall
made up of entirely Scorched-born members of the Sovereign Assembly, they are known as the “Desert Sun”

Oasis
The bustling City of Oasis exists in odd contrast to the rest of the desert. It is a home of Merchant Lords, thriving
business, and crime. Oasis is most known for the Grand Bazaar, the largest marketplace in the world that specializes
in weaponry. It is frequented by the Slayers and the Hunters of the Dawn to obtain weapons to kill specialized
targets, or fund private armies. The underbelly of the city is known for ‘getting what you need.’ Many less than
reputable individuals frequent Oasis to get work done. While the Merchant Houses play nice with one another, they
all want more.
In the center of Oasis, is a Citadel of Fire, one of the most sacred spots to the Church of the Eternal Flame. Many
Purifiers learn their craft here to better battle the Abominations of the desert, but the Scorched is linked to unity, and
purification by fire.
The Disciplines of Truth and the Dragon Priests have a temple in the area, but they are few and far between.
Oasis is a city of great opportunity and great danger, many Justicars in the city seem to let odd things go in the area.
The Sandstorm
The Sandstorm is the cursed home of the Ashen Liege’s and Ashen Lords. The Ashen Lords are powerful Ashen
who have taken many souls, and have taken to ruling over parts of the Desert, which has caused great conflict with
the Wall. The Sandstorm is closely guarded, and the Ashen who are seen to be weak are killed, but many times, the
mighty ones break away,
Governance of The Scorched Desert:
The Desert is generally a place that is governed by the Merchant Lords that run from Oasis, although officially,
Governor Ashad Umayad is the head of the affairs of the Desert, he is a capable warrior and fire thaumaturgist who
cares deeply for the protection of the area. He is the head of the Desert Suns unit stationed at the wall.

Military
4. Commander Ra’as of the Desert Sun, leader of the Scorched Born battalion responsible to assist with the Wall
when called upon. He used to be the second in command of the wall itself.
Diplomatic
Outside of the Governor, there are no well known diplomats of the Sovereign Assembly in the region.
Legal
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4. Justicar Alina Vena- the new Kazan Justicar that came into power after he brother Justicar Ali Vena, was found
dead. She has taken a new approach to the Desert, being more stern than the people of Oasis are used to. She has
seemed to have a great amount of arrests within her first month.
5. Lawmaster Venu Poli- the old
Merchants/Services
Merchants
The Merchant Lords of Oasis run a tight shift on all goods, with each Merchant Lord serving as a leaders in their
own right.
House of the Jackal - Controls the North District of Oasis, they specialize in exotic goods, constantly financing
trips into the Shadowlands for rare materials. This house is well regarded amongst the merchant halls and salons of
the Grand Bazaar. They have recently come to prominence, and for most of that time enjoyed a good reputation.
However, the house has recently lost status.
House of the Crow- Controls the Middle District of Oasis, they control the best Smiths in Oasis, and it is said that
the Crow has always been on the pedestal of the Scorched.
House of the Falcon - Controls the Southern District of Oasis, they specialize in Occult artifacts and trinkets. They
are potent summoners and use extra planar creatures to help with their trade.
House of the Crocodile- Controls the East District of Oasis, their boss is a known former member of the Hunters of
the Dawn, they deal almost exclusively in Bane Weapons to harm creatures.
House of the Ibis- Controls the West District of Oasis, they are expect Alchemists who work to create potent
potions to accomplish many tasks.
Gangs/Thieves Guilds
Crime is a rumored part of life within Oasis, it is said the each Merchant Lord has their own armies they use to
combat each other for control. But no formal arrests have been made on the matter.
The Legend of the Guardians
There is a Legend of the “Protectors of the Desert” the Guardians, sometimes called the Ib Al Bin. Fearsome

protectors that resembled half men, half beast. No one has ever seen these giant monsters that protect, but are usually
told to children as a great stories of legends protecting them, they were the creatures that first stopped the
Shadowlands from advancing further. Many believe these creatures to be spirits, many believe them to be summons,
and many believe they did not exist.
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The Shadowlands
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The Shadowlands
History:

The Shadowlands has always been a place of Taint, i t is the home of the Infernal, the places of Shadows. The taint
began to spread into Ebonrock, but was stopped by some power. The taint could only spread to what was now the

Scorched Desert, and a wall was constructed to keep the creatures out. Many will say the Shadowlands serves as the
greatest threat to the world and it must be kept at bay. Little is known truly what the Taint is, and how the
Shadowlands first emerged, but it is clear, this place of darkness seeks to destroy all.

The Shadowlands size is unknown, no one has ever truly mapped out the entire region…. Sometimes it appears to be
bigger than it possibly can be.

A sample of the desolation in the Shadowlands

Life in the Shadowlands:

Those unlucky enough to be born in the Shadowlands live on what is called, The Edges. Many born here die from

either the creatures, are taken as slaves by the Devils, are whisked off at night by The Shadows, go insane from the
voices that enter the minds of those living in the Shadowlands, or just simply die from exposure to The Taint. Those
who make it out, live with the idea that one day they will find a way out. Many view it as myth to venture out, and to
simply try to carve a way to live here in the shadows. But everyone has suffered the taint in some way, all of them
becoming Abominations in their own right. Their primary system for surviving is hiding, and waiting for whatever it
is to pass, but those who survive become hardened and strong. When those of the Shadowland go off to forage, they
travel as a team, and pray they all return. Many times in the Shadowlands they will see the poor souls who have
become Lost.
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The Lost:
Sometimes when the taint gets too much, their bodies become even more deformed, and sometimes the Voices call
out louder than ever, and then the mind and spirit break and the body becomes just like the creatures within the
Shadowlands, these are called The Lost. They are beyond saying, but some seem to want to try. They are a primary
foe to see within the Shadowlands, poor individuals forever cursed to walk the lands giving into their primal
instincts…. But it sometimes seem the Lost have a goal in mind…… which makes it even more terrifying.

A Way Out
Sometimes Exemplars or members of the Church of the Flame find individuals and try to lead them to safety.
Sometimes Hunters of the Dawn take pity on those within and help them find a way out, but an equal amount of
Hunters kill them as monsters. More than often, the abominations of the shadowlands will go off to find the fabled
Wall, and try to find a way inside. Some succeed, many do not. Those who do are vetted by the Wall’s security, and
sometimes put to death, but those who prove to be refugees are sent out of the Scorched Desert, where but those who
prove to be refugees are sent out of the Scorched Desert, where they find one of the many Refugee Camps, led by

Arch Flame Bishop Elijah Mattheus who was born in the Shadowlands and seeks to help as many as they can. In
the world they are told to find work, and cover up their unsightly deformities… however, the taint sometimes

manifests far after they leave, causing them to uncover new powers that they must keep a secret or risk being one of
the Lost.

Faith:

Many in the Shadowlands reject faith completely, as the world is so bleak why try to pretend its any better.
However, some in the Shadowlands cling to the Faith of the Eternal Flame, using its light to combat the scourge of
the shadows, they build great fires in offering to the Flame to keep beasts at bay, and call forth some help.

But few have taken to the path of the Shaman, or the ever growing Disciples of Truth, who have been making more
and more expeditions into the Shadowlands.

The Lord of Shadow:
It is said there is a dark ruler of legend that dwells within the Shadowlands, called the Lord of Shadow, and his
coming shall spell the doom of all.

The Voices:
All who have lived in the Shadowland have heard strange voices call out to them, some ask them to do tasks, some
pollute their mind to the point of insanity, and some act comforting. No one can decide what the voices true goal are.
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The City of the Dawn:
The home of the Hunters of the Dawn, many citizens of the Shadowlands seek to one day join the Hunters in
exchange for escaping the Shadowlands and removing their deformities. The city emulates a beam of power each
Dawn, that keeps the creatures of the Shadowlands away, but those who try to live there and find refugee are also
pushed away by this same beam of power.

Pits of Dalfurn:
The place where infernal energy first entered the world, or so it was said. Devils thrive here, and build their infernal
cities below. Many brave souls have tried to enter the Pits, but none have ever returned and told about it.
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The Titan’s Jaws Region
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Titan’s Jaws and Rantnock Hills
Overview In Rulebook

Tall, jiggered, often wintery and dangerous. Even
without the mountainous creatures that occupy the region, these
mountains would be treacherous for the inexperienced traveler to
transverse. Home of the Dragons and many of the Dragon priests,
followers, and devotees that choose to live with them. It is also
occupied by some nomads and small groups of people, and some
criminals that choose not to brave the Underdark and do not mind
the bitter cold and snow of the region. All on official business to
the region, usually go through the procedure of securing the
services of a flame gate to travel to and from The Titan’s Jaws.
The Titan’s Jaws was once a territory of the Sovereign Assembly
but after the Second Draconic Attack that status was revoked and
they were brought fully into the Sovereign Assembly’s
governance. It has been assigned a governor who lives in a small
group of buildings outside the Dragon priests’ sacred area. His
guards are members of the Dragon Slayers Order.

History and Construction:

The Titan’s Jaws have always been as imposing as the title would suggest. The weather bitterly cold, the
landscape of the mountain range unforgiving and treacherous. This is the home of the Dragons, amongst other
creatures. The Grand Chambers of the Dragons seem incredibly old. Some scholars have attempted to date the actual
chambers of the Dragons as having been built before the Time of Darkness, despite dispute over this, it is clear that
people have been making pilgrimages to the Dragons and worshipping them as deities for a long time.
The majority of construction at the dragon temple is dated to about the time of the War of the Void while
the Dragons were off at war. After the War of the Void, peace flourished in Titans Jaw’s during this time as the
dragons returned and rested.
The First Great Dragon Rebellion occurred shortly before the arrival of Fena-exfe. Their privilege of
autonomy was revoked, and the dragonslayers were founded. Most of the dragons surrendered peacefully, except for
the rebel Valkas. He defied not only the Overlord, but the other Dragons. In response to his continued violence
against the people of Ebonrock, The Edict of Drakes was passed; making all drakes born have hostile animalistic
intelligence. This is why it’s illegal to worship Valkas, and why his errant followers are either placed into the
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Eternal March or killed on sight. Later,in response to increased violence by Valkas’s people and terrorists the
Sovereign Assembly attempted again to instigate peace talks to bring Valkas and his people to peace. These talks
failed and the Second Great Dragon Rebellion occurred. The rebellion ended when Valkas fled from a battle in the
Jaws in which he was grievously wounded, and his whereabouts are currently unknown.

Present Day:
The Dragon Temple Structure/Layout:

Priests Chambers
The priests have simple, utilitarian chambers. These are generally
considered temporary dwellings, as the priests either rise through the
ranks to become masters or finish their training as priests.

Masters Chambers
The master’s chambers are more spacious than the priests chambers,
and house only one person at a time. These are much more
personalized than the priest’s chambers. Masters live in clusters
around their corresponding Grand Masters Chambers, unlike the
mixed priests.
Sigil of the Dragon Priests
The Grand Chambers
Hyperion’s chambers sit at the edge of the peak. There are no walls: the high ceilings are supported by massive
columns. Hyperion’s chambers are the largest, and often act as a meeting place.
Glafia’s chambers are atop the temples. At first glance, it would seem that the chambers were constructed mainly
with glass. But upon closer inspection, the chill coming off the ‘windows’ would reveal them to be made entirely of
ice. Glafia’s chambers act as an infirmary.
Meanwhile, Serrassus’s chambers are easy to miss. Hidden in plain sight, these are the most centrally located
chambers. The doors are marked only as priest’s doors, no matter whether they lead into a master’s room, or even
the Grandmaster’s. The library of the dragon priests is kept here.
Ignaceous’s chambers are is the most technologically enhanced area of the temple, and is kept warm to suit the
dragon’s tastes. The armory is here. The Slayers often visit this area, to ensure that the dragons are not recreating the
fortifications they once had.
Valkas’s chambers were once tunnels in the mountain, and so are below the rest of the temple. They are the most
claustrophobic, and the least perfected. No one stays there now: it’s considered to be in bad taste. They currently
house the Drake Cages.
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Maltheus’s chambers themselves are as spacious as any of the other dragon’s. However, the chambers of the masters
are spread out throughout the temple instead of being concentrated around Maltheus’s. The observatory is located in
the highest rooms of these chambers.

Titan’s Jaws and Rantnock Hills Locations:

The Bubbling Well
The waters of the Flaming Sea to the southeast of Titan’s jaws has boiled and steamed for years, though not being
on fire. When the edict was cast, the dragon priests were surprised to discover that a small, little-used well in the
sacred area was now simmering as well. It was concluded that the wells’s original source was the Flaming Sea. The
well-water is now used for ceremonial purposes, including a tea that the priests drink daily.

Drake Cages
The drakes are kept in spelled cages. The cages are organized by size. Each drake is given a humane amount of
space, food, water and other amenities. It’s the duty of the priests to feed and take care of the drakes. The drakes are
kept inside, to fully encourage their sapience. The priests are not allowed to use magic to perform the mundane tasks
associated with the drakes unless it is absolutely necessary. Although the priests feed the drakes meats that suit their
normal diets, they prep and cook the meat as if it was for one of the humanoid races. Each day, the priests read to the
drakes. This includes religious passages as well as readings of each priests choice.

The Caves
Only the discriminating eye could spot the entrances to the Caves hidden around the bases of the mountains. They
are hidden carefully, using a combination of natural phenomena and magic. The challenge doesn’t end once the cave
has been rediscovered, however. Nasty creatures hide themselves in the tunnels, but even they run if they hear
something stirring in the deep.

The Rantnock Hills Dwarf Mines
During the Orc Wars, Aether was discovered inside the Rantnock Hills Dwarf Mines. With aether, the invention of
the first gun became possible. Aether is still a valuable export of the region.

Rantnock Stairs
Long ago, the dwarves of Rantnock created steps up to the temple. However, any passerby can assume that these
steps were not carved with dwarven use in mind: the height of each step is suitable for a draconian path up to the
temples. These stairs are perfectly even, and unworn by use, time, or the elements due to the magic they were
imbued with upon creation. They lead all the way from Rantnock up to the temples themselves.
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The Ruins
Some remnants of the fortifications that the dragons and their followers constructed during the wars still stand. They
stand as a reminder of their failure: it’s forbidden to tear them down.

The Slayer’s Headquarters
A small group of buildings just outside the dragon priest’s sacred area, the drake slayer’s headquarters shares one
accommodation with the priests: the refectory. This functions as a common area for visitors and tradesmen as well
as a basic cafeteria for the dragon priests. This was at first instituted as a means to mitigate tensions between the
dragon slayers and the dragon priests, though deeply unsuccessful. This place has strong ties with Ithil, as they host
the Sovereign’s Dragon Slayer training program. As such, many of Titan Jaw’s elven population live here.

Titan’s Jaws Governance:

The area has been assigned a governor, although the Dragons and their priests do not get along well with
him. Once a territory of the Sovereign Assembly, the Second Draconic Attack caused the government to revoke
Titan Jaw’s status. It was brought fully into the Sovereign Assembly’s governance afterwards. However, this is not
the source of the tension between the governor and the priests: his guards are members of the Dragon Slayers Order.
In short, the governor is a warden of sorts to the Dragons and their followers.

Titan’s Jaws Culture:

Inexperienced travelers should beware of many that inhabit this region, though other residents are often
equally unfriendly. While there are peaceful nomads and other small groups living in this area, there are also many
of those criminals who choose not to occupy the under dark, drakes of all colors and sizes, and if the rumors are to
believed, much worse. The exemplars often send out expeditions to the area. When circumstances grow dire, the
Monster Slayer’s Guild is brought in. The Monster Slayer’s Guild takes trophies from the creatures they kill. The
army is called as a last resort. However, the priests handle the majority of the drakes. Many who live in the Titan’s
Jaws live in these dangerous peaks in order to escape society, whether that be to evade judgment or earned
consequences. However, amongst the Dragons live many of the Dragon priests, followers, and devotees. Those on
official government business usually go to the length of securing use a flame gate instead of having to actually
traverse the area.
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Rantnock Hills
Rantnock Hills Overview In Rulebook:

A giant metropolis of a city inhabited primarily by draconian and dwarves, stretching across multiple hills
and valleys in the south of Ebonrock, this city is a wonder to behold rivaled only by the grandeur of Grand Haven,
and boosting the largest population of any city in Ebonrock. Each hill above ground, and sector below ground is
divided into districts. Each district is usually run by a specific clan or family and travel between them is free, though
monitored by district officials that man the checkpoints between the districts. Each district sends a representative
that sits on a counsel that handles the Hills’ affairs. Technology has been thoroughly interwoven through the society
and while tensions between the dwarves and draconians sometimes break out, it is usually handled swiftly by the
counsel or courts. The people are known for their blacksmithing, mining, tinkering and a stubborn dislike of
outsiders staying long. It rarely produces any of arcane talent worth noting. It has been assigned a governor.

Rantnock Hills History and Construction:

Rantnock Hills, ironically, did not originate as ‘hills’. The lower sectors of the city are the oldest,
constructed by the oldest dwarven families. As time has gone on and different families have risen and fallen from
prominence, the sectors have kept their original names. The first Hill to be built was the Gernlet’s Hill, the largest
and the oldest of all dwarven families. Ferrock and Finibochi followed soon after, and then the rest. As Rantnock
expanded and became more involved with the outside world, it became necessary to construct the upper sectors.
Although both sectors for each Hill are well integrated with technology, the underground sectors tend towards
exhibiting classic dwarven mastery of architecture and art. Meanwhile, the above-ground sectors exhibit modern
dwarven ambition. The newest additions to the Hills are the Steelbeards, masters of steel and experts in train track
construction. At one point, construction began on a SunKeeper Hill: however, this was quickly abandoned after the
SunKeepers revealed their rebellion by attacking the people of the Sovereign assembly. Such terrorism could not be
associated with the rest of Rantnock, and their Hill was immediately blocked off. Thankfully, construction had not
yet begun on the upper sector, so no blemish of that clan’s involvement remains visible to the outside world.

Rantnock Hills City Structure/Layout:

In the lower tundra, Rantnock Hills sprawls. The glory of this metropolis is matched only by the grandeur
of Grand Haven. The impressive size of the city does not detract from its organization. The city is comprised of
multiple hills and valleys: the Oldbone Hill, the Gernlet Hill, the Ferrock Hill, the Finibochi Hill, the Gemcarver
Hill, the Ironskin Hill, the Jarsmith Hill, and finally the Steelbeard Hill all are divided into above-ground sectors,
and below-ground sectors. Naturally, the draconians are more likely to live above-ground, and the dwarves more
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likely to live below. This is, of course, not always the case. And although each sector is run by the specific clan for
which it’s named, Rantnock is comparatively egalitarian.

Rantnock Hills Governance:

Each district elects a representative council member to handle Rantnock’s issues. Often, this counsel
member is from the clan of their sector. Still, draconians become counsel members regularly, and humans with some
regularity as well. Although travel between the districts is free, it is monitored by district officials. To be a
checkpoint official is a respected title, due to Rantnock’s traditional dislike for visitors overstaying their welcome.
Rantnock has a different governor than the Titan’s Jaws. Conflict is often handled swiftly by the council, although
sometimes the courts must intervene. Despite occasional tensions rising between the draconians and the dwarves,
both will work to resolve their issues before their magnitude overcomes the reach of the council.

Rantnock Hills Culture:

Inhabited primarily by draconians and dwarves, Rantnock Hills boasts the largest population of any city in
Ebonrock. Although Rantnock rarely encourages arcane talent in its residents, it often produces experts in
blacksmithing, mining and all kinds of tinkering. Technology is well integrated into the city, and many become
experts in various kinds. Considering the population size, occupations vary intensely. However, Rantnock doesn’t
encourage visitors to stay long, so foreign merchants, performers and those of any traveling occupation are unlikely
to be present in Rantnock long.

Prominent People:

Titan’s Jaws Governor: Elion Fallon
One could call Elion Fallon many things, but never a coward. This human prefers to face issues head-on, so much so
that he’s more likely to be found fighting the bandits and thieves of Titan’s Jaws than to be found in his own
headquarters.

Rantnock’s Governor: Kellan Finibochi
This dwarf was chosen as Rantnock’s governor. He previously served on the Rantnock Council. It was believed that
his experience would lead him to understand the people of Rantnock better, but few hold on to that idea now. He’s
known to be cold and detached.

Grandmaster Hyperion
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Grandmaster Hyperion is the leader of all of the dragon priests. He’s as impressive as his namesake, with a large
presence and a booming voice.

Grandmaster Ingatious
Ignatious became a dragon priest later in life. In his younger years, he was a renowned wrestler. Though he gave up
his name when he accepted the title of Grandmaster, some still remember him for his previous fame. When someone
shows up uninvited to the temples, he’s the one who deals with them.

Grandmaster Glafia
Grandmaster Glafia is Grandmaster Hyperion’s right hand, just as Glafia is Hyperion’s right hand. She is well
known for her integrity, and many of the priests and masters seek her advice.

Grandmaster Valkas
Grandmaster Valkas disappeared along with Valkas. It’s unknown as to whether Grandmaster Valkas is still
Valkis’s grandmaster, or even, if he still lives. However, there’s still a large bounty on his head.

Grandmaster Serrassus
This naga is the subject of much controversy, although few are willing to voice such opinions openly. She recently
advanced through the ranks before being honored with the title of Grandmaster. Some whisper conspiracies about
the speed at which a naga became a Master, let alone a Grandmaster.

Grandmaster Malfeas
Grandmaster Malfeas is half-human, half-draconian. This created some controversy long ago, but the Grandmaster is
an old man now. Some whisper that it’s beyond time for Malfeas to choose a new Grand Master.
The Cinderwing Clan
The Cinderwing clan is well-known amongst the Dragon Priests. This family shares a mixed lineage: they descend
from draconians of Ignatious’s line as well as Malphaeus. Although the draconians of this clan are either red or grey,
they tend to possess some of the characteristics of each side. They are kin to Grandmaster Finnbogi.

Head Guard: Horace Endrit
The head guard, leader of the drake slayers, is notoriously manipulative, albeit in the service on honorable
intentions. However, he has a rare but strong paternal side. This Draconian is intensely loyal to the governor.

Rantnock Hills Council:
Aleksei Oldbone: Head Representative of the Oldbone Upper District
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Ursa Oldbone: Head Representative of the Oldbone Lower District
Babish Gernlet: Head Representative of the Gernlet Upper District
Gunnar Gernlet: Head Representative of the Gernlet Lower District
Davalos Ferrock: Head Representative of the Ferrock Upper District
Stein Jarsmith: Head Representative of the Ferrock Lower District
Beinir Finibochi: Head Representative of the Finibochi Upper District
Kohl Finibochi: Head Representative of the Finibochi Lower District
Brani Greybasher: Head Representative of the Gemcarver Upper District
Prim Gemcarver: Head Representative of the Gemcarver Lower District
Libelle Kaida: Head Representative of the Ironskin Upper District
York Ironskin: Head Representative of the Ironskin Lower District
Kiprian Pike: Head Representative of the Jarsmith Upper District
Theon Jarsmith: Head Representative of the Jarsmith Lower District
Tumnus Steelbeard: Head Representative of the Steelbeard Upper District
Hela Telsaire: Head Representative of the Steelbeard Lower District

Merchants/Services

Jzargo and the Cringe
The kazan called Jzargo and the orc oddly referred to as ‘the cringe’ are a well-known pair of merchants that travel
the area. Easily the best stocked around for miles, many wonder how the seemingly unimposing duo aren’t robbed
more often, or even how they still live. However, Jzargo’s sharp intellect and the Cringe’s heavy fist work well
together.

The Rantnock Market
Human-dwarf hybrid Frodo runs a ramshackle shop nearby the Rantnock Hills that he proudly refers to as ‘the
Rantnock Market’. He advertises it as a all-in-one location where all the quality goods of Rantnock, hand-picked and
curated by himself, can be perused at leisure. It’s known locally as a dump.

Gangs/Thieves’ Guilds

The Sisters
Known simply as the Sisters, the two individuals are known to be hyper deadly and move in complete tandem but no
one can, or is willing, to provide an accurate description of who they are or what they look like. The two are known
for performing assassinations.
The Jawbreakers
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The Jawbreakers are the most well-known bandits in Titan’s Jaws. The leader, Lucas, is known to be an alcoholic, a
gambler, and much worse. Any vice that his gang dabbles in, he partakes in. He doesn’t take life seriously in any
capacity but somehow has eluded capture by the Assembly despite his name being known. He’s irreverent,
charismatic, and highly dangerous.
Lucas Kragar: Leader of the Jawbreakers

The Black Scales
The Black Scales are black draconians who follow Valkas. They refrain from the usual criminal activity, and are
sometimes even known to assist travelers beset by the other dangers of Titan’s Jaws. Instead, they recruit those who
come to devote their lives to the dragons to their own cause. Those who belong to the Black Scales avoid the other
dragon worshippers, and slink in the shadows of the mountain. They have chosen to forsake many of the traditions
of the priests, although they wrongly consider themselves to be priests as well.
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The Underdark
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The Underdark
History

The home of horrors, the darkness below, the scourge of society this was how the underdark was described. The
Underdark became a haven for the monstrous creatures below, cults that worshiped devils, and powerful untapped
magic. The ruling races were the Dark Elves and the Mind Flayers, both of their societies waged constant war with
each other and the world above. However, everything changed when the Edict of Darkness was cast. The Underdark
was set upon by the powerful ranks of the Sovereign Assembly, the Edict draining the races below of their magic.
The newly formed Assembly made a point to destroy every last dark elf they could find, and with the help of the
Exemplars and Hunters of the Dawn, began the extermination of the elder brains. While the Dark Elves were
destroyed, some of the brains survived, retreating into the dark casims below. Today, the Underdark is a place where
the fringes of society try to live out their life. Magical anomalies from the aftermath of the edict can still be felt, and
sometimes experienced, in the tunnels, distorting long-time denizens. It has become a haven for criminal activity and
for the tyranny of the Mind Flayers. Every so often, the Sovereign Assembly, along with the Exemplar order, will
send down Lumination Teams to purge the Underdark of its taint.

Society Down Below:
Lawless is a way to describe it. The great monsters of below still exist, as do the Elder Brains. As such, the entrance
ways to the Underdark have been all but sealed, but somehow people find ways in and out. Encampments have been
placed all around the Underdark, some of those who are unlucky enough to have been born down there, but most
being criminals and undesirables. It is said, that if you venture deep into the underdark you will find a criminal’s
metropolis, but, those who do venture tend to find only death from the monsters below.

Druids and Shaman have taken to spending time in The Underdark to speak to the Spirits and creatures that dwell
within, and the Disciples of Truth have one of their temples in this lawless location.

Mind Flayers and Elder Brains:

Deep within the Underdark lies the Lairs of the Elder Brains. Powerful psionic creations, that send their will off to
control the Mind Flayers, Brain Devourers and the monstrous worm like Neothelids. Each Elder Brain seeks
something different, but they command the creatures nearby to conquer parts of the world below and the world
above. The Mind Flayer when connected to the Brain serves it without question, but, rare Mind Flayers have found
the will to break away from their Brain and carve a new path in the world above. Many of them must prove
themselves to the people, that they are willing to make a change for the better and use their psionic gifts for good.
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Bounty Hunters:
Bounty Hunters take great pleasure in traversing the Underdark, it is dangerous, it is foolish, but it pays extremely
well. Many top tier criminals run their enterprises from down here, and it is part of the cycle that Bounty Hunters
bring them in.

Treasure and Ruins:
Scavengers and treasure hunters sometimes attempt to traverse the Underdark for rare and powerful artifacts left
over from the two civilizations. Some of the biggest finds in history have been made down here. Many Disciples of
Truth willingly travel the tunnels of the Underdark to find strange artifacts for their faith.

Criminal Organizations:
The Underdark is known to almost all Criminals around the world, many of them using the Underdarks tunnels to
move messages and men from around Ebonrock, although it is unknown how they do this. The most famous of
which being the Assassin’s Guild and the Shadow Council:

The Assassins Guild
One of the most illegal guilds in the world, said to be the most skilled
Assassins in the world, and the only assassins, as all others are swiftly
killed by their hand. Not much is known about them, but, many found
they use powerful magic and clever spies to reach clients, everyone wants
someone killed.

Sigil of the Assassin’s Guild
The Shadow Council:
Rumors exist of a group of thieves representing all regions of the world. It is said that they meet and regulate the
spread of crime in the world. If they do exist however, they live up to their namesake because little more is ever seen
or heard of them than a shadow.
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The Universities of Ebonrock
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The Universities of Ebonrock
In The Rulebook
Costuming: S
 tudents usually dress to match the region’s that they
are currently studying in. Afterwards, they can wear a graduate’s
robe or reassume their homeland’s clothing with the appropriate
decorative pin, patch, or insignia (the same as the region(s) of the
University(ies) the student graduated from) to indicate their
achievements.

The Universities of Ebonrock is one joined system of education.
There is a university in the City of Grand Haven, City of Dra
Dhahid, City of Numanold, Griffin’s Roost, Heartland City,
Fena-exfe, and in the Region of Maryon. Each offer programs that
last at least 2 years. Many choose to study at multiple universities
depending on their interests before graduating with a degree. Each
is funded by the government and any who pass the entrance exam
may attend one university for free. Additional universities can be
attended either for a monetary fee (student loans) or by promise of
repayment via service to the Sovereignty upon graduation. Graduates often wear robes or a decoration with a pin,
patch or insignia for each university they graduated from. Graduates have access to their alumnus libraries and other
school resources, others of the public have access for a moderate fee. A Dean of Schools is the figurehead of the
Universities. The following list indicates the curriculum(s) of study offered at each University location.

Advanced Studies

Advanced studies are classes that are taught to graduates of the University. Those graduates usually return
to the school to assist in teaching under a sponsoring professor or are performing some other service for the
University. Being taught the advanced classes is considered the payment for the student’s service. There is no
official graduation from advanced studies but the student usually will publish a paper or complete a final project and
the sponsoring professor usually will write the student a letter of recommendation after his completion of said task.
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The University of Dra Dhahid: Military Tactical Sciences or Combative Skill or Blacksmithing
Dean HB-792 of the University of Dra Dhahid: A golem forged said to be among the original who
liberated Dra Dhahid from the orcs in the war. She is a master of combat and tactics and views it as her personal
duty to prepare as many students as possible to serve the Assembly to face the next threat, whatever it may be.
Military Tactics
Professor Rhistel Magric of Historical Battles: Elf, a dry lecturer but astute thinker. He teaches the
tactics used in historical battles, their successes and shortcomings, and how those lessons could be applied to
modern military situations.
Professor Cyrus of Advanced Tactics: Human, outspokenly against naga, thinking society truly
does not understand the threat they pose. He teaches tactics on winning at any cost within the Sovereign Assembly’s
laws and is a master of mixing intelligence sabotage with military tactics. Has various odd technological gadgets on
him in the Numanold style.
Captain Ithinvil of Simulation Exercises. Mind Flayer. One of the only ones of his species with
government rank. He uses his psionic abilities to create illusions for trainees to practice their tactics on. He is a
highly skilled mentalist and a ruthless task master. While respected by his peers he is almost universally hated by his
students.
Combative Skill
Master at Arms Fredrick Piers: Human. A no nonsense veteran of the dragon slayers patrolling the
Titan’s Jaws. He is a master of almost every martial weapon. Where often degrading to his students, it is only to
break them down to build them back up stronger. He takes pride in every student he produces and knows how hard
and far he can push them.
Swordmaster Natalia Bayle: Human. A skilled duelist with decades of experience. She is eager
and friendly to students however still takes secret pride in her skills compared to them. Is a bit cold, even
subconsciously, to extremely gifted students she knows will be better than her one day.
Professor Thalgasli Lavabrewer of Melee Weapons: Dwarf, female. Once she ran a mercenary
guild in Rantnock, The Iron Bears. When she retired from that line of work, the University hired her to teach
students. An odd choice that was criticized at the time, but that criticism is mostly forgotten. While her training
methods are said to be highly unorthodox no one can deny the successful results. She has the authority of command
but lacks the military discipline of a soldier.
Vindicator Vicar Symme of Group Fighting: A disillusioned exemplar. While the light has not left
him, he was sent by the knight master to teach here a year to contemplate whether he wishes to continue to serve in
the Exemplars. He is intelligent, effective, but cold, as if not caring is his students do well or not. He pushes many to
the point of injury.
Professor Redwood Tallgrass of Defensive Tactics. Dryad, Winter, Male. He is famous for his
stand against overwhelming odds when his glade was attacked by undead. His roots and limbs are permanently
mangled from that fight and surgery was only minimally successful. Still, he chooses to help protect future
generations from such threats. He can be found on the training field, teaching from his chair as he barks (pun
intended) out orders to his students.
Master of Iron Krukuz of Unarmed Skills: Draconian, white, male. A calm and patient teacher, he
speaks assertively but always in control. He never raises his voice but has an undeniable commanding presence and
aura about him. He covers himself in tattoos of spirits he hopes to invoke to his aid but is not a shaman himself.
Blacksmithing
Master Grund Oldbone of Armor: A dwarven berserker who survived, the stories say, due to his
nearly unparalleled armor he crafted. He is an enthusiastic and loud teacher with constant high energy that his
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students sometimes have trouble keeping up with. Still, most find his classes in armor crafting and forging worth the
effort.
Master S-23 of Weapons: From when she was crafted from the creation pit she has dedicated her
life to the optimization and perfection of weapons. From designing add on improvements, to perfecting the weight of
a weapon to the ounce for a person’s strength, she prides herself in flawless craftsmanship and expects nothing less
of her students. Many fail her courses but those who pass have a truly well rounded knowledge of the art of crafting
a weapon.
Master Shyzah of Civil Smithing: Kazan, female. An intellectual and an architect more than a
teacher. Working with students is obviously something out of her element and she often forgets what they don’t
know or under/overestimates what her students are capable of. Still, it is obvious that her heart is in the right place
and she wants to teach them everything that goes into creating and maintaining the parts needed for a modern city.
Master Hubert of Red Hollow of Army Smithing: A once brilliant innovator and blacksmith. He
served in the Army making field repairs to weapons and armor, often while low on supplies. His inventions and
innovations for the moving army are credited with the development of the instant well to solve water shortage
issues. Currently, he seems drained and afraid of most things involving combat and his old lifestyle. Still, he teaches
some of his knowledge to students, though people are not really sure what his motivation for doing so is if the topic
and memories frighten him so much.
Grandmaster Olzenie Vern of Masterwork Forging (Advanced Studies Only): Human, male, in his
late fifties. A prodigy from birth it is as if Olzenie was born to work a forge. His masterwork creations are often the
talk of legend. He teaches classes part time to advanced students but spends most of his time crafting items for the
Assembly. He has a famous agreement in place that he never has to turn over an item until he is perfectly satisfied
with it. The fact that this can sometimes take months shows just how much the Assembly values his services.
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The University of Grand Haven: Architectural or Technological Sciences
Dean Opal Ringold of the University of Grand Haven: Half-elf (Human dominant), female, A
scholar and politician, Opal worked her way up through the ranks of the diplomacy branch to her position, instead of
the through the University. Despite the mutterings this caused she has calmly proven herself worthy of her post and
the University has thrived under her oversight. She is generally strict but fair, listening to the opinions of her staff
before making decisions. She is more often than not removed from the affairs of the students but when she chooses
to speak to them they always listen with rapt attention.
Architecture
Professor RD-010 of Defensive Buildings and Material Sciences: Male Golem Forged. He is
obsessed with learning the attributes and uses of all kinds of rock and stone. He has personally travelled to every
known query in Ebonrock to take samples. While he is humorous, an odd trait for a golem forged, and a tad
eccentric, he sometimes eats some of his samples, his knowledge of creating walls and defensive barriers by
combining rocks that compliment each other is second to none.
Professor Artemis Belluno of Civil Engineering: Female, human. Artemis has pure white hair and
pale skin (albino) that causes her to burn constantly. Still, she can almost always be found outside on walks around
campus lecturing about the various designs and features incorporated in the buildings of Grand Haven. She is a civil
engineer herself and her blueprints were the foundation to the latest upgrade in the aether distribution to the light
posts to make them more efficient. She is a good teacher who views teaching like her job. Her hobby is wine
collecting.
Professor Hamm of Architectural Physics: Dwarf. A bored dwarf teaching glorified mathematics,
a field he is constantly frustrated that he is so good at. The mathematics and ability come naturally to him but all of
his students can tell it bores him immensely. The only part of the job he likes is when he gets to help oversee some
of his projects being built, but he is a horrible craftsman himself. He dropped his clan name when he was thrown out
in disgrace for failing so terribly at being a craftsman and destroying a famous statute he was hired to renovate.
Professor Sarah Night of Technological Incorporation (Advanced Studies Only): Female. Vampyr
Blooded. Sarah got everywhere she has through sheer hard work and determination. She pushes herself to the limits
and accepts nothing but the best from herself. She has personal connections in the aether mines and has countless
active projects and ideas on how to improve the various cities in Ebonrock. She manages far too many graduate
students than she likely should who all wish to learn from her, good thing she does not need to sleep much. She is
focused, kind, but often negligent towards other people’s needs when absorbed in her work.
Technological Sciences
Professor Hareth Nim of Item Innovation: Kazan. Male.: A tinkerer in the classic sense. He spends
all of his free time putting random parts together and have learned many tricks over the years while doing so. He
excels at breaking down and scavenging useful parts and putting them together on the fly. His basics class is
required for most who seek a degree in technological innovation. He is defined and ruled by his curiosity more than
his practicality or sense of self-preservation.
Professor Kymil Phina of Constructs: Elf. Female. She was a head overseer of a golem forged pit
for over 80 years. In retirement due to the demands of her health (it was bad being around the pit for such long
periods of time), she now teaches about constructs because she is restless and can't stand “doing nothing”.
Professor Jacaseous Jot (He goes by Jot) of Mainframes: Human. Male. He is socially inept,
well-meaning, clueless, and a genius. He was recruited by the government five years ago when he was found
hacking into the government library’s computer for fun. He now is primarily responsible for creating mainframe
security in the government and teaches some of the skills to students. He loves a challenge and takes pleasure from
everything to do with mainframes.
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Professor Brellwin Meztli of Artificial Intelligence (Advanced Studies Only): Female. Human.
Left Fena-exfe in her youth. Serious and dedicated to her work. Is credited with the invention of the AI twenty five
years ago. A bit harsh but known to be very close to her few friends. Has a bit of an elitist attitude.
Professor Cyril Dunnum of Explosives: Half-elf (human dominant) male: An alchemist who
specializes in the measured use of black powder. Many of his studies involve the demolition of buildings and natural
features such as cliffs. He is a very controlled and calculating individual and his missing two fingers on his left hand
from an accident which occured in his youth. He is a well-liked professor.
Professor Arzick Nuvendorm of Weaponized Technology: A male dwarf with mechanical arms
and a mechanical eye. He loves creating new weapons from technology and has caused multiple controversies with
his inventions and proposals in the last twenty years. No one denies his skills or his ability to teach, only the limits,
or lack thereof, of his morality.
Professor Helina Helmar of Civil Technology (Advanced Studies Only): Human female. Obsessed
with trains due to her family’s heritage, she has devoted herself from her childhood to mastering all technology to
further and better transportation. Her knowledge on the area is impressive as is the application of the technology to
automating city functions, especially in buildings. Her designs were used to help renovate the Grand Stadium. When
the train system is being discussed in the Governor’s Counsel she is almost always asked to speak on the topic. She
is friendly to most people but known to despise the naga and flame undead as being uncivilized.
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The University of Griffin’s Roost: Economic Sciences
Dean Kehlan the Gold of the University of Griffin’s Roost: Draconian/Huamn (Draconian
dominant, white, but appears gold). A shrewd merchant who made his living starting in potions, moving on to
money lending, and then rising the ranks of the merchant’s guild before being asked to teach at the University.
When the prior dean retired, he got the job. He is said to be a magician with money and students attend his two
annual lectures religiously. He is charismatic and shrewd.
Economic
Professor Vuy Deepsoul of Accounting: An orcish shaman who is rumored to work with spirits of
wealth and coin. Still, his lessons do not involve magic but instead the measured skills needed to balance, keep, and
run business’s accounting. He has not been known to take on graduate students and people know very little of what
he does in his free time.
Ervath of Mathematics: Female. Ashen liege. When released she broke her bonds and killed her
previous master. Instead of being killed in return however, an unknown chain wizard rebound her. She was
sentenced to teach mathematics for three hundred years, and continues to loathingly do so to this day.
Professor V6-7R of Economic Values: Male golem forged. He is sometimes referred to as a living
calculator. The construct is said to know the value of every service and good in Ebonrock under every possible
condition. His classes are hard to follow but are greatly respected. He often brings in guest speakers from the
Merchant’s Guild.
Professor Yerron Crux of Advanced Economics: Human, male. The man is brilliant, problem is
most of the time his work is so beyond the physical world in scope that people fail to find an application for it. His
classes usually involve lectures on his latest theories and theorems and guiding people in developing their own. He
is known to have a nasty temper and to lose patience with people he feels are not trying hard enough, which is most
people.
Professor Raina Ulalen of Economic Social Interrelations (Advanced Studies Only): Female elf.
Her lectures involve the effect changes in economic policies have on the social structure and status fo cities and their
people. In other words, she teaches about the interrelation between economics and the rest of society. She is a patient
but stern taskmaster and expects high performance from her students. It is known that she takes pride in her
students’ accomplishments and keeps pictures of some of them in her office.
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The University of Fena-exfe: Studies of Magic and Gems or Theology
Dean Tristan Aginin of the University of Fena-exfe: Human-Naga (Human dominant) male. A
rune carver and pyromancer he is credited by bards for his many adventures in the jungles of Fena-exfe. He
is a young dean but a popular one. He downplays his naga heritage.
Magic
Professor Byrdsman of Dark and Light Magic: Elf, male, Exorcist. While not able to cast light
magic himself, his studies into ghosts have taken him into studying the power of the connection of the soul to other
sources. He is an entertaining and fascinating teacher that is wildly popular with students. He enjoys rigailing them
with his adventures, most of which seem embellished or just unbelievable.
Professor Lavender Nightshade of Earth Magic: Female, dryad (summer): Druid of Spring. She is
a kind and doting professor who never raises her voice. Her gentleness has an extra-worldly quality to it that cause
some students to disregard her and her classes as pointless. Still, she is a very adept teacher. As a hobby, she likes to
wander through the jungle, a practice people say will get her killed one day.
Professor Crock Windwalker of Elemental Magic: Orc, male. Binder of elementals, thalmaturge.
He spent most of his life in Dra-Dhahid and is slightly bitter about his people’s treatment there. His knowledge of
the city and its elementals, along with his own augmented studies in arcane magic, gives him nearly unsurpassed
general knowledge in the magic of the elemental planes. He prefers practical demonstrations and lessons to book
learning.
Professor Sina-Muran of Mental Magic: A female human, mentalist. Her studies focus mostly on
the aspects of emotion with some dabbling in dreams. She is very colorful and adorned with tons of jewelry. Her
classes are often very small but often involve practical work on volunteers. She has authored most of the books she
uses and is enthusiastic about the subject.
Monster Hunter Roran of Monster Magic: The position is usually filled for a semester to a year
before rotating to a different member of the Monster Hunter’s Guild. Currently, it is filled by Roran who is a heavily
scarred Titan. He is famous for slaying the Disease Hag of Skyfall a few years ago. He teaches like a fighter and
often imports captured monsters for demonstration. He is criticized at times for having students suffer the effects of
monster’s spells and effects to “better understand” them. (Think Moody from the Harry Potter series).
Professor Uzime Walker of Extra-planar Magic (Advanced Studies Only): Human, male. A newly
created and filled position, Professor Walker has recently received funding to begin a deeper investigation into other
planes of magic. He has already compiled the greatest literary work on the subject. It is rumored that he takes his
class on expedition trips to other planes, or at least is trying to.
Professor Willow of Enchantment (Advanced Studies Only) Dryad (summer), male. A kind and
odd dryad enchanter. He focuses on creating magic items, specifically items that can affect groups. He is known to
travel on occasion and stay up to date with current events and gather components. At times, he takes some of his
graduate students along with him. As he says, the best way to learn is to travel and do it.
Professor Herrick Ashbeard of Rune Carving: Dwarf, male. A retired merchant who wanted to do
something else with his life. He took his earnings and invested it in his runic education. He studied at the Royal
Academy then worked in Rantnock for many years in the city guard. He is a gruff, uncharismatic, often drinking, but
intelligent and kind man. His current focus is on runes to fortify buildings.
Gems
Professor Ichtaca of Gem Basic Knowledge and Use in Magic Items: Naga (left), female, mage,
jeweler, miner. The first naga professor, she lectures on the properties and applications of gems. She was born in the
lower class district of fena-exfe, worked in the mines, and spent her money to get scrolls and taught herself the
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basics of magic. Her work ethic and natural intelligence and aptitude for magic helped her gain the attention of
government members who use her story as an example of the potential of the naga race.
Professor Warwick Baker of Jewelry: A renowned jeweler and locksmith. His skills earned him
the attention of the Prime Minister and he has been selected multiple times to craft jewelry for members of the
palace, including the mask of the Overlord herself. A humble man by nature, he is happy to teach up and coming
students the trade.
Theology
Bishop Lex Skrill of the Church of the Eternal Flame: The religious teacher for the way of the
Flame. (Human)
Professor Cynthia of the Church of Truth. Elf. Not a disciple herself but someone who studies all
religions and lectures about them. Alumni of the school she coordinates many student projects. She also is the
Gatherer of Institutions for the Intelligence branch in the city. Friendly and understanding personality.
Master Ageiss of the Dragon Priests: Draconian (Red), male. Ageiss lived thirty years of his life
among the dragons in the Titan’s Jaws. He was enticed to take the position by the high salary offered as well as the
material comforts of the academy. His lectures are often long, rambling, and egotistical but it is commonly known
that he is the only dragon priest willing to take the job. He is rumored to be a powerful warrior but no one has seen
proof of such martial talent since he took up his post. He has written multiple papers against the idea of attempting
to train drakes to be war mounts, one of the latest ideas to begin floating around the government and military.
Professor Thaht of Shamanism: Human-Kazan (Human dominant), male, shaman of the Seishin
Sabi tradition. The man teaches about the balance of life, spirits, and actions. He teaches all of the traditions but it is
obvious to all how the Seishin Sabi has shaped his very way of life. He teaches that despite the constantly shifting
times, the spirits and us living with them, must always remain in balance, even if we must change how we are living
to maintain that balance. It is rumored that his obsession with balance drove him to change his name to be a
palindrome.
Professor Shivahn of the Way of the 14: Elf. Female. The latest professor position to be added to
the University, Professor Shivahn teaches a class based on her study of the Way of the 14. Not a faithful herself, she
still maintains that it is an important topic to understand because of the phenomenon that there is a small minority of
the population that puts their faith in them, despite not having proof that they exist. She maintains that such a belief
is faith in its truest form and that an understanding of it assists in understanding the backbone of all other forms of
faith. She is a curious and trusting person by nature.
Librarian
Librarian Paula Crat of the University of Magic: A cat-like older woman that sorts, cleans, and
maintains the library for the University. She is strict but helpful to students attempting to research an obscure piece
of magic. She despises the Network and its use.
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The University of The Heartlands: Liberal Arts (Bardic Arts, Historical Studies, or Library Sciences)
Dean Einheart: Older human male. Pretends to be hard of hearing and forgetful when actually is
very astute. Very kind and prefers to write letters and act subtly through others. Actually enjoys educating students
but is very aware of the illusion he is maintaining.
Bardic
Professor Shaira of Ballads:Half-Elf (Elf dominant) Female. A charismatic performer who still
performs in the town at times, but never in the Sirin’s Inn as she is jealous of the Sirin’s voice. Her repertoire of
ballads is nearly endless. She gives vocal lessons and teaches songs to students. She has a known interest in Kazan
lore which people think is odd but harmless.
Professor Erino of Theater: Human. Male. Known as the Jester of the Valley, this one time famous
bard was once the heart’s desire of half the maidens in the The Valley region. He traveled across the region singing
and performing feats of acrobatics with a high amount of energy that never seemed to wane. As he aged, he no
longer had the same appeal so he took to teaching instead. He misses his old life and enjoys remembering his glory
days when instructing.
Professor Centrinis Octillion of Battle Music: Human. Male. A smart alec bard that thinks too
much of himself (what a shock). He served in the military where he obtained the rank of Sergeant. He was
honorably discharged when about no commanding officer could stand him anymore. So, while unable to find any
fault in his work, the government decided students can put up with his ego instead. Any that can overcome the
challenge finds that he has the knowledge to impart, just isn’t expedient about doing it, too busy with the tales of
himself he tells.
Professor Radiumn of Ancient Items and Lore: Dwarf. Male. Some people are bookworms. Other
people make bookworms look illiterate. Professor Radiumn is one of the latter. His nose is always stuck in some
book or scroll and his office looks as if a library exploded all over it. He knows a bit of everything and anything. His
lessons range from all topics of lore and items and he is a lovable favorite at the University, despite, and perhaps
because of, his idiosyncrasies.
History
Professor Oaksnap (or just Professor Oak) of Law: Dryad (fall) male. A rigid and unbending as the
tree he emulates, he is a dry and boring professor. He teaches local laws of various cities as well as Sovereign
Assembly law and the development of the Judicial Branch of the Sovereign Assembly from its inception to the
present. He takes advanced courses in adjudication to prepare graduate students interested in a career as a lawmaster.
Professor Solla of Ancient Times: Human. Female. This enthusiastic professor teaches the era of
the Dark Times before the Sovereign Assembly. She talks a little bit fast but that is literally the only fault anyone
can find with this otherwise perfect person. She is young and well loved by her colleagues and students, and while
she obviously is flattered by the attention, doesn’t let it distract her from her job.
Professor Horace Blackthorn of The Great Wars: Draconian (blue) male. This solemn and fair
professor teaches about the War of the Orcs and the War against the Void leading up to the creation of the Sovereign
Assembly. He is a retired soldier (Lieutenant) and an archeologist. He has spent years of his life in Dra-Dhahid
excavating specimens from the orcish wars. When he published his paper on the topic, he was offered a job at the
University.
Professor Lovelace of Civil History: Human. Male. A well spoken and proper but fancily dressed
man. He teaches of the rise of civilization from the unity of the Assembly to the Golden Age of Technology. He has
a really crooked nose from when he was bullied as a kid. He is a proud scholar and touchy about conflicting
historical analysis.
Captain Ornium of Naval History: A retired navy captain, with honors, who spent many years as a
privateer hunting pirates for the Sovereign Assembly. It is said he knows the islands and reefs of the Jaguar Spots so
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well that he does not need to use charts, though he would never say such a thing. His students are not just taught the
history of naval ships and sailing, but are actually given some practical lessons as well so they can understand what
they have been taught. He speaks as a rough sailor and does not bother with political or social niceties.
Professor Jade of City Histories: Human, female, infernal blooded (has horns and a tail). She is
constantly under attack and criticism from critics who want her removed from her position if not jailed. She scowls
with utter disdain and hatred at such accusations but keeps her thoughts to herself and the glares her eyes give. She
walks with a commanding presence that dares people to challenge her. And she knows her topic matter better than
anyone else, which probably hypothesize is the only legitimate reason she has her job, if there is a legitimate one.
She is a spitfire, intelligent, and charismatic when not angry. Her students either love her or hate her. There are
tinges of purple in her eyes.
Professor Elzrir Mort of Draconic History: Draconian (green) male. A dragon priest in his middle
years, he is one of the few that have attempted to maintain even an illusion of civility with the dragon slayers in the
Titan’s Jaws region. His adventuring career was spent trying to find Valkus’s location to end tensions between his
people and the Sovereign Assembly, but was unsuccessful. He teaches Draconic History from the Dark Times to the
modern era.
Professor Nimbad of the Golden Age of Technology: A rapscallion and reformed pirate who is
said to have done miracles with cannons. Once arrested, he served a year of manual labor before working with the
technomancer’s guild to share his discoveries. After doing so for a few years, his own tinkering brought him into the
historical development of technology. One connection led to another and years later he found himself teaching.
Something he would have laughed at you ten years ago if you told him he would be doing. He enjoys the work and
attempts to make his class fun with practical demonstrations and props.
Professor Jeremy Valco of Modern History: (Human)(Mike’s character from the fundraiser)
Library Sciences
Professor Friedrich of Book Research: Elf, male. A devout follower of the Church of the Eternal
Flame but not a priest. He loves the process of discovery and enjoys the thrill of finding answers to questions. He
teaches book research skills to upcoming librarians and assists in government official’s research when consulted.
Professor Rosmerta of Network Research: A mousy looking woman with salt and pepper hair. She
teaches the fastly developing trend of storing information on The Network. Both the process of protecting it,
searching through it, and the benefits of its use. She is a highly skilled innovator which surprises people who do not
know her due to her grandmotherly appearance and attitude.
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The University of Maryon: Agricultural, Environmental, Monstrological, or Zoological Sciences
Dean Ixion Rantbridge of the University of Maryon, who is said to be a kind man, he is known to
expect nothing less than quality for and from his school. His brother Percival runs the Sovereign Zoo in the
Heartlands.
Agricultural
Professor Ratbush of Farming Basics and Livestock: Male, Kazan. An honest hard working man.
His studies on livestock and farming have helped guide policy to governors on the topic for the last three decades.
He is earnest but growing old and looking forward to retirement.
Professor Ironbelly of Technology Assisted Farming: Dwarf Male. Disgruntled dwarf who thinks
his talents are being wasted developing technology for farming instead of the military. Still, his personal pride in his
own work never lets him give less than his best. His tools and irrigation designs have been implemented across
Ebonrock. His newest project is the development of farming clockworks.
Professor Verna of Jungle Farming: Elven female. Born and raised in Fena-exfe, she spent much
of her time working in the jungles and exploring. Her life was turned around when she found an entrance to a private
tomb in the jungle that contained a good deal of riches. She bought her way up in society and now teaches what she
learned.
Environmental/Zoological Survival
Professor Edgeleaf Moss of Forests and Valleys: Male. Dryad (Autumn): One of the few dryads
who have left the Twisted Forest, he teaches of the dangers in the land. He is paranoid and scared of many of the
dangers, especially of the Million Forest, and it comes across in his lessons.
Professor Verna of Jungles: Elven female. Born and raised in Fena-exfe, she spent much of her
time working in the jungles and exploring. Her life was turned around when she found an entrance to a private tomb
in the jungle that contained a good deal of riches. She bought her way up in society and now teaches what she
learned.
Professor Thylluma of Mountains: Draconian (red), Female. A draconian from the Rantnock Hills.
She made her name as a Drake Hunter in the mountains keeping them away from the Rantnock Hills boundaries.
Her greatest kill was a drake over eighteen feet tall. She is fierce, energetic, and happy with her job.
Professor Sylver of the Oceans: Human. Male. Hydromancer. A quiet and diminutive man. He is
soft spoken but knowledgeable on everything from sailing, aquatic life, shells, and sea plants. One of his known
projects is trying to find a way to transverse the Burning Sea.
Professor Naaif Kazi of the Desert: Human. Male. A duty driven and solemn man. His accent is
unmistakable as is his mastery of the creatures in the Scorched Desert. He views his job as a solemn responsibility to
protect outsiders from the dangers of his harsh home. He is unusual for his kin who usually care little for the safety
of strangers.
Monstrological
Guardian Hansel of Aberrations and Abominations: A retired Exemplar. He is a kind and gentle
soul who is physically past his prime. He is well respected and liked in the University.
Professor Bounal of Animals and Plants: Half elf (human dominant) female druid of spring. She is
distant, ‘out-there’ and eccentric. People claim she likes to spend more time shape-shifted than as a person. No one
is quite sure why she spends her time teaching but year after year the University has her back.
Professor Whillimina of Spirits and Undead: Draconian (blue) female, shaman. She is a
cold-tempered and often violent individual. She is well regarded for her diagrams and extensive knowledge of the
spiritual and undead worlds. Rumors have it that she is working on experimentation on the connection of spirits to
ghosts to the undead and possibly trying to fuse them together.
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Professor Sharrr of Shadows and Outsiders: Shadow. Gender Unknown. How a shadow became a
professor is anyone’s guess. How people trust it in the University is another. What people do know is its creepy, and
damn intelligent. Its lessons are usually well attended though long, going hours at a time until it decides its finished
for the week.
Bishop Cheq-une of Infernal Creatures and Fey: Kazan, Male: A member of high ranking in the
Eternal Flame faith, he has been tasked the duty of teaching about the infernal and fey creatures so people know how
to guard themselves. He is as dry as the books he reads from and does not care that he is so.
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The University of Numanold: Medical and Herbology Sciences
Karl Davinworth of the University of Numanold (see below)
Medical
Professor Sivilious Green of Medical Science: Elf female. Druid Sivilious always liked medicine.
she was a sick child and the doctors inside the Assembly are credited for her survival. She never had much physical
strength but made up for it with her intelligence. She thinks that medicine is meant for others and should be
furthered for the sake of the greater whole.
Professor Ian Galls of Medical Sciences: Human Male merchant. Unlike his fellow professor Ian
thinks that medicine should be used for those with wealth. This often leads to arguments between the two of them
as they cannot agree on what is better for the sake of bettering medicine. Though they have a respect for the other
they bicker like siblings.
Dean Karl Davinworth of Surgery (Advanced Studies Only) Human Male: Necromancer.
Growing up Karl found he had some tallent with magic. Orgonaly starting as a cleric he wanted to go beyond that
and save people who have died. He went into Surgery working to save lives. Along the way he also picked up
necromancy and learned that to help assist his surgerys. He keeps his necromantic arts to a minimum rather
focusing on Surgery then necromancy. He is always looking on the bright side however when he sees people dying
he could have saved he takes it hard. He is an empathetic dean for the university and attempts to make sure that
everyone gets all they need.

Herbology
Professor Eliana Willowbark: Professor of Druidism, Natural Sciences, and Biology. Dryad.
Professor Groll Harkon of Alchemy: Male Orc: Shaman on the industrial path This orc was self
taught. Spending most of his time in the Scorched desert he learned alchemy while fighting on the wall. Working
his way up till even the high ups knew his name he was given the option to learn at the university. He took the
opportunity to further his career planning to return to the wall. However the longer he stayed in the capitol the more
he got used to having a nicer life. He choose to stay and work in the capitol claiming he found he calling in college
but really he just was tired of fighting. He holds those that still desire to fight in high regard knowing he would not
be able to do the same
Professor Estriss Firfull of Herbology: Female Elf. Starting her life near the million forests she
grew up not knowing much excess. Her parents were both farmers and she followed suit. However her desire for
more caused her to leave her farm and go to college. Spending time learning how to grow a better garden. She was
able to expand the gardens in the university and owns most of the public gardens. Letting her students work in them
as she tries new ways to grow plants hoping to make the common farmer live a better life. She has a soft spot for
those that come from little and a dislike of nobles that have never suffered a harsh life.
Professor Kull Vex of Toxicology: Human Male late 40’s. Rogue. Growing up he an acrobat in
the circus. However a accident caused severe damage to his leg. This forced him to retire early. He was lucky that
they were close to the Capital at the time and to get his mind off his leg he went to collage figuring he might as well
pass the time. There he found chemistry and took a liking to Toxicology. Unable to get out and have fun he sunk
his free time into it becoming a leading voice in its development. He walks with a cane though he no longer needs it
to walk psychologically he is unable to get past his injury so he uses the cane anyways.
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The Valley Region
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The Valley Region
Clothing
Renaissance style clothing without technology. Clothing is
often simply colored (greens, browns, grays, ext.) but obviously
made with much attention and care. Intricate detail and designs in
clothing are far from uncommon and people take pride in their
appearance.
The Heartlands
A sprawling metropolis of wood and stone single story
buildings with thatched roofs. This city is home to some of the best
artisans and bards in Ebonrock. It is famous for the bardic festival
and celebration held there every new-years day. The city utilizes
little technology compared to the other modern cities, the only signs
of it being what guests bring in and the train tracks that run through
the heart of the city. The folk of Heartland are generally considered
some of the more peaceful in Ebonrock (besides the giants of
Maryon), most of militant nature rarely aspiring to be more than in the town guard, though these are often strong
warriors, favoring the barbarian path. It hosts the governor of the region.
One of the few grander buildings to be located here is the Exemplar’s Headquarters. Often referred to as
“The Wings”, it is a complex made up of several buildings used for housing and training Exemplars, as well as the
central office where people can go to report things or ask for assistance from them. The current leader of the
Exemplars is Ivanu Mondrake.
Another of the larger structures in the Heartlands is their University. Dean Einheart runs the school here,
where they specialize in the education of Bardic Arts, Historical Studies, and Library Sciences. They have a
beautiful library, one of the few larger stone buildings. They also have a beautiful open theatre in the round carved
out in the middle of campus, where performances are often held.
Captain Myyron Oathrook is the leader of the Heartlands City Guard Battalion. He has 4 lieutenants that
report to him. Lt. Daelon Smyth of the 7th, Lt. Vivienne Etsel of the 43rd, Lt. Nua Oakheart of the 56th, and Lt.
Kerith Attleboro of the 77th. Each lieutenant has 15 soldiers who report to them.
The Grand Arena
Due to their centric nature in Ebonrock and their capacity to host large visiting crowds, The Heartlands agreed to
build and host The Grand Arena after the Wars. It, and its associated Sirin Inn (a complex in itself), are without a
doubt the most modern buildings in The Valley, being the only ones (even including The Heartlands University)
with integrated technological amenities and modern stone build. The Arena hosts the Skull Tournament at the Spring
Solstice, Gladiatorial Games at the Autumn Solstice, and jousting throughout the rest of the year.
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The Master and Commander of the Valley Corp, Gaelen Rivermount, resides and works here. As well as the Captain
of the Valley Army Battalion
The Sovereign Zoo
A famous tourist attraction for commoners boasting animals from the Jungles of Fena-exfe to the Wild
Lands of Maryon. The zoo is run by famed retired hunter, Perival Rantbridge, whose brother is Headmaster of the
University of Maryon. Erelith Swallowfeather is the Head Caretaker of the zoo’s inhabitants.
Raven’s Hill Military Fort:
A garrison of Sovereign army troops tasked with protecting the Northern roads in the Valley region near
the Heartlands. The fort is built on the spiritual site sacred to the spirit of Ravens. As a result, there is always a
resident shaman that lives in the fort to pay homage and tend to the flock of ravens that roost there. It is a crime to
harm any raven while it is at Raven’s Hill.
The Burrows
An area of rolling highland hills and stone burrow homes. Superstition hangs heavy in the air here, as thick
as the fog that settles among the hills. In the distant past it is said The Burrows was once a sprawling farming
community, similar to Elindale. Now, the only people that live there are the Sovereign Army in the military outpost.
All local travelers, even the non-religious ones, make the sign against evil over their heart every time they pass one
of the ancient stone burrows. What this is to ward off is unclear, just as is the stories every year or so of another
traveler or soldier who camps in The Burrows and is never heard from again.
The name comes from what lies beneath the rolling hills. There is a vast network of caverns and tunnels. A
few brave souls have wandered for days just to return where they came from with no memory of what happened to
them or where the time went.
Though a few lucky people have seen one of the most beautiful sights in the land. As the sun sets and dusk
covers the Burrows, a faint glow of silver sparkles in the air and radiates with magical light throughout the area.
Burrows Military Outpost
A contingent of Sovereign soldiers that is responsible for patrolling the roads of The Valley. Two
lieutenants and their brigades are stationed here. Lt. Emer Lightfoot and Lt. Tyma Everence share command.
Village of Hythe
A small village, it is built above mines, and has government workshops. It is said that more activity is done
under the town than in it. Lord Maximel Wythe is the leader of the village.The surface village is quaint and peaceful.
A main thoroughfare in the center lined with shops and then homes radiating out from there, then small farms with
crops and livestock. And farthest from the center are the sprawling horse farms you see well before you reach the
town itself. Their barns, rings, and acres of paddocks spreading out along the fields. There are 4 majors farms, each
known for their fine stock of horses.
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Aurora Pelenor, Rohim Fossegrim, Alwen Undomiel and Owyn Ithlien are each the owner of one of these
great stables. While certainly there is competition, all four work together to better the horse stock of Ebonrock.
Aurora breeds the sturdiest and most steadfast war horses. Rohim breeds the strongest work horses for tilling the
fields and transporting goods. Alwen breeds the most exotic and beautiful steeds for nobles and their carriages.
Owyn breeds the fastest creatures the land has seen, for sport and message carrying.

Elindale Village
A large farming community spread out over many miles but with a central meeting hall for trade, company,
and news. Most born here are simple folk who live their whole lives in the village. The leader of the Village is Lady
Mella Orthus.
Elindale Palisade
Guard outpost on the border of the Valley at Elindale and the Twisting Forest to protect the people of
Elindale from the aberrations and dangers of the forest. It is manned by Valley guards. Lt. Amyryl Heathers is the
person in charge of the outpost, she oversees the 18th Battalion.
Twisting Forest
One of the most feared locations in Ebonrock, north of Elindale, is a dark and harrowing place. Filled with
strange, twisted trees and terrible monsters. No one is quite sure why or how the forest became the way it is. Stories
told by Elindale’s residents say that the forest corrupts you, and even just going into it for a short time can drive a
person mad. Wild, ravenous monsters would occasionally escape the trees and wreak havoc in the Valley, which is
why the Palisade was built.
Valley’s End Castle and Village
A village and broken castle close to a cliff’s edge overlooking The Valley’s only contact point with the sea
to the west. This has become on of the more feared places in the world, the Valley’s End Castle is known as one of
the more haunted parts of the world, light magic appears to be weakened, passersby hear strange noises and see
strange visions, lights in the purple fog and gloom which surround the castle ruins. Despite Exemplars and Exorcists
arriving constantly to purify the area, it seems to make no headway. The Village nearby suffers similar effects, of
citizens living there are plagued through lack of sleep, although they seem to want to live there for some reason. It is
not a place for the faint of heart.
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Valley’s End Castle
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The White
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The White
(Not a Starting Location)
A snowy region to the Northeast of the Titan’s Jaws. In this corner of Ebonrock it is perpetually winter,
cast by the Edict of Ice . The tall peaks of the Titan’s Jaws block the snow storms from crossing the mountains,
though they never seem to dissipate. While the few brave explorers that have gone into The White and returned
alive, a minority, reported preserved ruins and caves from ancient times, few deem the risk worth taking as what
was recovered from early expeditions rarely had monetary value. With little profit to it, and terrible conditions that
are both life threatening and make navigation nearly impossible, this area of Ebonrock is mostly left alone. The only
people known to live out there are the few unfortunate army soldiers assigned to the military forts which have never
ceased being manned. Military duty in The White is universally thought as the worst assignment possible in
Ebonrock. .
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